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references with the hope that the thesis can be of aid to someone looking for
such texts.
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Sammanfattning på svenska

På dessa breddgrader har de flesta av oss, redan som barn, någon gång för-
undrats över vad som händer med en hink med vatten om man lämnar den
ute en kall vinternatt. På kvällen är hinken full av vatten – flytande mate-
ria, som går att röra i och hälla ut – men på morgonen finner man istället
något hårt, stelt och styvt. Inte alls det som lämnades kvällen innan. Nu i
vuxen ålder vet vi vilket fenomen vi fick bevittna: det var en fasövergång, en
drastiskt förändring av materia.

Att skilja faser åt

Egenskaper hos materia varierar när man förändrar yttre parametrar som
tryck och temperatur, men oftast sker förändringarna gradvis. En liten för-
ändring hos de yttre parametrarna leder till en liten förändring hos materians
egenskaper. Vissa egenskaper kan dock inte förändras gradvis. Om paramet-
rarna varierar förblir sådana egenskaper oförändrade, ända tills en kritisk
punkt nås och endast en ytterst liten skillnad i de yttre parametrarna leder
till en drastisk förändring – en fasövergång. Vatten och is kan särskiljas med
en sådan egenskap som inte gradvis förändras. I detta fall rör det sig om en
periodicitet som finns hos is men inte vatten.

Vattenmolekylernas konfiguration kan härledas från naturlagar som har
en symmetri som kallas translationsinvarians. Det innebär att lagarna inte
gör skillnad på olika punkter i rummet; alla är ekvivalenta. Detsamma gäller
för materiefasen vatten: vatten är homogent och ser lika ut i alla riktningar
och i alla punkter. Det gäller dock inte is. Om du studerar is med ett till-
räckligt starkt mikroskop skulle du upptäcka att molekylerna är inordnade
i ett gitter, som ser väldigt olika ut på gitterpunkterna jämfört med mellan
gitterpunkterna. Denna periodiska inordning är ett exempel på ett spontant
symmetribrott. Is beskrivs av lagar som har en symmetri – translationsin-
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Sammanfattning på svenska

varians – som isen själv inte har. Is har därmed spontant, utan någon yttre
påverkan, brutit en symmetri. Det som just beskrivits är det vanligaste sättet
som olika faser av materia skiljer sig åt. De faser som vi ska studera i denna
avhandling, och som faller inom kategorin topologisk materia, skiljer sig åt
på ett markant annorlunda sätt.

Icke-lokal information

Topologiska faser av materia skiljer sig inte åt på något sätt som man kan se i
ett mikroskop, oavsett detaljrikedom. Alla tillstånd är vätskor i bemärkelsen
att de har samma symmetrier som de naturlagar som beskriver dem; de har
inte genomgått något spontant symmetribrott. Men hur kan de då skilja sig
åt? Svaret är att det är icke-lokala egenskaper som särskiljer dem. För att
förstå vad detta innebär, så måste vi diskutera den struktur som ligger till
grund för alla egenskaper hos vår värld – kvantmekaniken.

Allt i vår omgivning beskrivs av kvantmekanik, med några egendomliga
följder. Vi är vana vid att allt kan delas upp i beståndsdelar. Betrakta till
exempel en tegelvägg. Säg att man vet allt om varje enskild tegelsten: dess
egenskaper ner till sista atom. Då skulle man kunna tro att man också vet
allt om hela tegelväggen. Den är väl trots allt inte annat än summan av sina
beståndsdelar? Jo, faktiskt! Det finns även icke-lokal information, egenskaper
som inte finns hos summan av de enskilda tegelstenarna utan bara hos hel-
heten. Det är just sådana icke-lokala egenskaper som särskiljer topologiska
faser av materia åt.

Det finns i allmänhet mycket mer information som är utspridd och icke-
lokal, än den som är lokal. Även en tegelvägg – så som beskriven av kvant-
mekaniken – innehåller enormt mycket mer information som helhet än som
summan av sina beståndsdelar. Ändå verkar det mesta inte vara annat än
summan av sina beståndsdelar. Anledningen är en annan grundläggande
egenskap hos vår värld: att det inte finns något sätt att direkt observera
den icke-lokala informationen. Det man kan se i ett mikroskop, med blot-
ta ögat eller med någon annan mer avancerad mätutrustning är alltid lokal
information. Den icke-lokala informationen manifesterar sig endast indirekt
genom att den växelverkar med den lokala, och då ter den sig fullständigt
slumpmässig. Det är därför man inte ens upplever att den finns; den bidrar i
normala fall bara med ett bakgrundsbrus som i praktiken saknar både syste-
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Topologisk växelverkan

matik och regelbundenhet. Detta bakgrundsbrus kan påverka alla processer
som kräver mindre än en viss energi, och denna energiskala sätts av vilken
temperatur systemet har.

Oftast är bakgrundsbruset så starkt att någon systematisk växelverkan
mellan den icke-lokala och den lokala informationen är omöjlig. Men under
speciella förhållanden är situationen en annan. Det som måste vara uppfyllt
är att materian är sådan att det krävs en minsta energi – ett energigap
– för att förändra den; att den alltså, för tillräckligt liten påverkan, inte
förändras alls. Om temperaturen är så låg att temperaturenergiskalan är
lägre än detta energigap, försvinner bakgrundsbruset och möjligheten att
topologisk materia ska uppstå öppnas.

I de flesta fall är energigapet väldigt litet och det krävs extremt låga tempe-
raturer för att den topologiska materian ska realiseras – bara några tusendels
grader Celsius ifrån den absoluta nollpunkten. Men det finns också situatio-
ner när energigapet är väldigt stort. Det mest extrema exemplet är grafen
i ett väldigt starkt magnetfält. (Grafen utgörs av en ytterst tunn – endast
ett atomlager tjock – skiva av kolatomer inordnade i ett honungskakegitter.)
I detta fall har man observerat den heltaliga kvanthalleffekten (en typ av
topologisk materia) vid rumstemperatur!

Hur manifesterar sig då denna icke-lokala information i den topologiska
materian? Den frågan har två helt olika svar beroende på vilken typ av to-
pologisk materia det rör sig om. Den topologiska materian kan delas upp
i två typer: den topologiskt ordnade materian och materian med topologisk
respons. Låt oss börja med den topologiskt ordnade materian och specifikt
titta på topologiskt ordnad materia i två dimensioner. De system vi studerar
är alltså så tunna skikt att byggstenarna som materian är uppbyggd av bara
kan röra sig i två riktningar.

Topologisk växelverkan

Figur 1.: En partikel vars bana omringar en
annan.

Nyckeln är partiklarna som den to-
pologiskt ordnade materian tillåter.
När jag säger partikel, menar jag in-
te bara elementarpartiklar utan även
de partiklar som bara kan förekom-
ma i en viss fas av materia. Studerar
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Sammanfattning på svenska

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figur 2.: I tre dimensioner kan banan i a), där en partikel omringar en annan, krympas
till ingenting.

man vakuum – vilket för oss konden-
seradmateriafysiker bara är en fas som vilken annan – är det helt homogent,
det ser lika ut över allt. I vakuum kan man även hitta små regioner inne-
hållande störningar av den homogena bakgrunden: det kan till exempel vara
en foton eller en elektron. Dessa olika typer av möjliga förändringar mot det
homogena vakuumet är det som kallas elementarpartiklar. På samma sätt
tillåter även andra faser partiklar, även om faserna kanske inte är homogena.

Is har till exempel en gitterstruktur som utgör en väldefinierad bakgrund
– det vill säga fasen utan någon störning. Man kan därför på samma sätt
som med vakuumet avgöra vad som är en förändring mot denna bakgrund,
det vill säga vad som är en partikel. Is innehåller bland annat fononer och
fotoner (kvanta till ljud respektive ljus i isen).

Partiklarna i den topologiskt ordnade materian har en väldigt speciell egen-
skap – deras växelverkan. Vid en första anblick tycks partiklarna inte växel-
verka alls: varje partikel beter sig oberoende av de andra. Men, vid en närma-
re anblick upptäcker man en subtil form av växelverkan, nämligen topologisk
växelverkan. Utfallet då två partiklar förs samman beror på hur partiklarnas
banor har omringat andra partiklar, se figur 1.

Vi kommer nu in på varför jag ville studera materia i just två dimensioner.
I två dimensioner kan man avgöra om en partikel har omringat en annan
med sin bana. Det som sedan avgör vad som händer när två partiklar förts
samman är vilka andra partiklar de bådas banor har omringat. Innan de
har förts samman finns ingen tillgång till informationen om vilka de har
omringat – den är icke-lokal – men när de förts samman kan man under vissa
förutsättningar få ut den informationen. De topologiskt ordnade materialen
medger alltså en mekanism för att icke-lokal information ska växelverka med
lokal information på ett kontrollerat sätt.

Denna växelverkan mellan partiklarna är av en väldigt speciell typ som man
inte hittar någon annanstans: den är topologisk. Utfallet beror inte alls på det
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exakta avståndet mellan några par av partiklar, vilket brukar vara fallet vid
växelverkan. Så länge man bara gör gradvisa förändringar och undviker att
partiklarna hamnar på samma punkt, kan man förändra partiklarnas banor
hur som helst utan att påverka resultatet. Dessa egenskaper hos banorna
(som den topologiska växelverkan beror på) förblir oförändrade under alla
gradvisa förändringar och kallas banornas topologi.

Det finns olika typer av topologisk växelverkan, och resultatet då man fört
partiklar längs en bana beror på vilken banans topologi är – men också vilken
typ av topologisk växelverkan det rör sig om. Säg att man stör någon materia
så att partiklar skapas. Då kan man föra dessa partiklar längs olika banor
och på så sätt utröna vilken topologisk växelverkan de har. Skapar man olika
partiklar kommer man observera olika typer av topologisk växelverkan. Vilka
topologiska växelverkningar som är möjliga karakteriserar materian – och det
är just dessa egenskaper som definierar de olika topologiskt ordnade faserna
av materia.

Det är bara i två dimensioner som det är väldefinierat ifall en partikels
bana har omringat en annan eller inte. I figur 2 framgår det att man i tre
dimensioner gradvis kan krympa en process där en partikel färdas runt en
annan till en process där partiklarna bara ligger still. Det finns topologiskt
ordnad materia även i tre dimensioner, men istället för en topologisk väx-
elverkan mellan partiklar, särskiljer den sig med en topologisk växelverkan
mellan strängar.

Topologisk respons

Som vi såg karakteriseras de topologiskt ordnade faserna av att de möjliggör
för partiklarna att dela icke-lokal information. Vi såg också att det anmärk-
ningsvärda var att man kan kontrollera denna information genom att låta
partiklarnas banor flätas, men vad är det då som skiljer de andra topologiska
faserna av materia åt?

I faser som inte är topologiskt ordnade kan man inte få tillgång till någon
icke-lokal information, men icke-lokala frihetsgrader har likväl stor betydelse.
I faser som har topologisk respons samverkar de icke-lokala frihetsgraderna
på ett sådant sätt att vissa mikroskopiska mätdata blir exakt kvantiserade.
Det mest kända exemplet är Hall-resistansen i två dimensioner. Normalt sett
beror resistansen R för ett system, det vill säga proportionalitetskonstanten
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Figur 3.: Till höger ses en schematisk experimentuppställning för att mäta Hall-
resistansen. Grafen visar mätdata från artikeln där upptäckten av kvanthallef-
fekten först rapporterades, av von Klitzing med flera. Elektrontätheten skalar
med Vg, på den horisontella axeln. När elektrontätheten förändras går systemet
igenom flera fasövergångar och de horisontella platåerna i grafen motsvarar si-
tuationer då temperaturenergiskalan är lägre än energigapet. Vid en närmare
anblick kan man se att på dessa platåer är Hall-resistansen, RH , lika med h

e2

dividerat med ett heltal.

mellan spänningar U och strömmar I,

U = RI ,

på hur systemet ser ut i detalj. Men Hall-resistansen i två dimensioner är
annorlunda. Innan vi går in på varför, måste vi förstå vad Hall-resistans är.

Säg att vi har ett tvådimensionellt, rektangulärt system och lägger en
spänning U mellan rektangelns långsidor (se högra delen av figur 3). I de
flesta material får man då en ström som går mellan långsidorna, men för viss
materia, där Hall-resistansen är nollskild får man även en ström, IH mellan
kortsidorna. Proportionalitetskonstanten mellan strömmen IH och spänning-
en U är Hall-resistansen RH ,

U = RHIH .

Om man, som nämndes tidigare, har ett system med ett energigap och
temperaturen är så låg att temperaturenergiskalan är lägre än gapet, så är
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Hall-resistansen kvantiserad; den kan bara anta vissa diskreta värden. Hall-
resistansen är, till oerhört hög precision, h

e2
dividerat med något heltal (h

är Plancks konstant och e är elementarladdningen). Eftersom ett heltal in-
te kan förändras kontinuerligt, krävs en fasövergång mellan vart och ett av
tillstånden med olika Hall-resistans, se grafen i figur 3. Detta är makalöst!
Vi talar om system som kan vara makroskopiskt stora och som kan bero på
nästan oändligt många parametrar. Här gäller trots detta, att om man håller
en konstant spänning så kommer strömmen inte att förändras, oavsett vilka
små förändringar man gör. Om strömmen blockerars i ett område av rektang-
eln så kompenseras detta genom att strömmen ökar precis lagom mycket i
resten av rektangeln. Hur kan det vara så? För att förstå detta, låt oss titta
på en egenskap hos ytor. Den totala krökningen hos en yta är nämligen en
egenskap som beter sig på samma sätt.

Figur 4.: De streckade cirklarna är skärning-
en mellan ytan och planen.

Låt oss börja med att definiera
krökningen i en punkt på en yta. Säg
att vi har en yta, och att det till
en punkt på ytan finns ett plan som
innehåller normalen till ytan i den
punkten, se figur 4. Skärningen mel-
lan ytan och planet är en kurva, och
nära punkten kan kurvan approxi-
meras med en cirkel (i figur 4 råkar
kurvan redan vara en cirkel, så där
krävs ingen approximation).

För en allmän yta gäller att om
man roterar planet kommer cirkeln
som approximerar kurvan variera i
storlek. Det finns en viss rotation av planet som maximerar cirkelns radie,
och vi kallar denna radie R1. Det finns också en annan rotation av planet
som istället ger den minsta cirkeln, och radien hos den cirkeln kallar vi R2.
Om den största och den minsta cirkeln är sådana att om man formar sina
händer likt dem, så ligger händerna handflata mot handrygg (som cirklarna
i figur 4) då ges krökningen K av

K =
1

R1R2

.
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Figur 5.: En torus.

Om händerna istället ligger hand-
flata mot handflata, eller handrygg
mot handrygg, ges krökningen istäl-
let av

K = − 1

R1R2

.

Låt oss nu dela in vår yta i en massa små områden. Den totala krökningen
för ytan som helhet, fås genom att för varje område multiplicera områdets
area med krökningsvärdet hos områdets mittpunkt, och sedan lägga samman
alla dessa värden.

Om man räknar ut denna totala krökning för några olika ytor upptäcker
man något anmärkningsvärt: den totala krökningen blir alltid

4π (1− h) ,

där h är antalet hål genom ytan. (En sfär (som i figur 4) har inget hål, en
torus (se figur 5) har ett hål, och så vidare.) Det spelar alltså ingen roll om
man bucklar till ytan, tänjer den eller på något annat sätt förändrar den –
den kommer behålla sin totala krökning. Varje buckla bidrar alltså med lika
mycket positiv som negativ krökning. En egenskap, likt den totala krökning-
en, som inte förändras då man deformerar en yta, kallas för en topologisk
egenskap hos ytan.

Figur 6.: Magnetiska fältlinjer för ett system
med geo-Meissner effekt. Bild: S.
Holst.

Vad har då detta att göra med
Hall-resistansen? Det kan vi inte
fullständigt förstå utan att införa
mycket av den matematiska forma-
lism som krävs för att beskriva värl-
den enligt kvantfysiken. Men jag
kan avslöja, att när temperature-
nergiskalan är mindre än energiga-
pet, så definierar tillståndet hos ett
material en geometri. Inte en yta i
det fysiska rummet, men en högre-

dimensionell geometri i ett abstrakt rum, relaterat till den kvantmekaniska
formalismen. Det visar sig att Hall-resistansen är en topologisk egenskap hos
denna geometri, precis som den totala krökningen är en topologisk egenskap
hos en yta.
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Mitt bidrag

Nu har vi bekantat oss med de två typer av topologisk materia som finns:
den topologiska växelverkan mellan partiklar i topologiskt ordnad materia,
och materia som har topologiskt kvantiserade materialkonstanter. Då är vi
redo att se vad jag bidragit med inom detta fält.

Mitt bidrag
I denna avhandling är fem artiklar inkluderade. Låt mig diskutera två av
dem, som var och en handlar om de två olika typerna av topologisk materia.

Vi börjar med den första av artiklarna som är inkluderade i avhandlingen,
och den rör topologiskt ordnad materia. Att topologiskt ordnad materia i
princip kan uppstå är något man vet. Men om vi tittar på ett system av
elektroner, hur beter sig dessa elektroner för att bilda ett sådant topologiskt
ordnat system? I den första artikeln besvarar jag frågan för vissa typer av
kvanthallsystem. Jag tar reda på hur elektronerna beter sig för att bilda
topologiskt ordnade kvanthallsystem på sfärens geometri.

I den sista artikeln undersöks en speciell typ av supraledare. Vanliga supra-
ledare har en egenskap som kallas Meissner-effekten. Den innebär att magnet-
fältet alltid är exakt noll inuti supraledare, vilket bland annat ger upphov till
att magneter svävar ovanför supraledare. I artikeln visar vi dock att det kan
finnas supraledare som har en annan egenskap: geo-Meissner-effekten. Den
innebär, att om vi formar supraledaren till en yta och kröker den ytan, så
kommer magnetfältet inte vara noll, utan istället proportionerligt mot ytans
krökning K. En schematisk bild av hur magnetfältslinjerna skulle kunna se
ut i en sådan situation, visas i figur 6.

I kvanthalleffekten hade vi en respons (strömmen) som uppkom då man
lade på en spänning. Proportionalitetskonstanten mellan strömmen och spän-
ningen antog bara diskreta värden, vilka var och en karakteriserar en fas av
materia. I geo-fallet är responsen ett magnetfält som uppstår då man kröker
ytan. På samma sätt kan proportionalitetskonstanten mellan magnetfältet
och krökningen bara anta diskreta värden, och dessa värden karakteriserar
då, på samma sätt, var sin fas av materia.

xxi





Chapter 1.

Introduction

A guiding principle to understanding our world is the notion of locality—only
local properties of a system with a macroscopic number of degrees of freedom
(i.e., matter) can be accessed directly without any very intricate observation
scheme. That is what makes topological quantum matter (TQM), the subject
of this thesis, so surprising: these are phases of matter that cannot directly be
distinguished by local measurements. There are many interesting questions
concerning TQM: how to classify the phases; can they be realized in simple
models; what experimental settings are required to realize them, etc.

We will neither address these questions in their most general form nor
focus on specific models or systems. Rather, the aim of this thesis is to
add to the general understanding of certain particular topological phases of
matter, and highlight some novel properties that some specific topological
phases have. But before we embark on this journey we should gain some
intuition about what a topological phase of matter is, and even before that,
we need to understand what aspects of the notion phase of matter that are
of interest here.

You can hardly find anyone who have not heard of different phases of
matter, e.g., that the same matter can be both a solid and a liquid. From
experience we know that when a solid is heated it melts into a liquid, and at
the phase transitions something dramatic happens: the properties of a solid
state can vary extensively though the variation is gradual, but at the change
of phase some properties will exhibit a drastic change. It is this notion which
we will use as the definition of a phase, i.e., to go between one phase and
another there has to be something discontinuous—a distinct point with an
unambiguous before and after. There are many examples of such properties
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Chapter 1. Introduction

of matter that are associated to a specific phase: different crystal structures
and different magnetic orderings, to name a few.

In the just mentioned examples the different phases can be distinguished
locally. They are examples of symmetry breaking—a notion which dates
back to the work of Lev Landau in the 1930’s, ref. [1]. To understand what
symmetry breaking is let us, as an example, consider water. The microscopic
Hamiltonian for interacting water molecules is translation invariant, and liq-
uid water is a translational invariant state—it is homogenous. Ice, on the
other hand, is not; there the water molecules have formed a lattice and ice
looks very different between the lattice sites compared to on the lattice sites.
To determine which phase you are in, liquid or solid, you can just locally
measure if the matter is translationally invariant or if it has spontaneously
reduced the translation symmetry to a lattice symmetry. This mechanism
is called spontaneous symmetry breaking, and it is involved in many of the
most important phenomena in condensed matter physics.

In this thesis we will, however, discuss a totally different mechanism for
forming phases of matter: we will discuss TQM, which are phases of matter
that cannot be detected directly by local measurements. Such phases of mat-
ter have no analog in classical models: it is, in that sense, a pure quantum
phenomenon. Quantum mechanics is at its core non-local (or, more precisely,
non-separable); if you divide your system into two pieces there is more infor-
mation in the whole system than in the sum of the two pieces together—there
is also non-local information. A famous example which illustrates this is a
setup to test the Bell inequality, which consists of many copies of pairwise
spatially separated and maximally entangled qubits. This is, however, an
example of a very special state that has to be carefully engineered and very
different from the equilibrium states of matter we will consider. For equi-
librium states, any non-local property is practically inaccessible, and that
is why classical intuition holds and classical models can be used to such a
large extent. If there is some local time evolution which allows for non-local
degrees of freedom to interact with local degrees this intuition does not need
to hold and matter where this is possible is the heart of this thesis!

To see where such matter possibly could be found, let us get some intuition
for quantum entanglement properties of an equilibrium state. Consider a
quantum equilibrium state |ψ〉. All physical quantities that in principle are
accessible in any large enough system consist of sums of local operators. That
is, operators of the form

∑
R 1⊗OR where OR only acts in a Hilbert-space
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connected to a spatial region, R, much smaller than the full system. All
information concerning these local operators are captured by local density
matrices, e.g., ρR = TrX/∈R (|ψ〉 〈ψ|). For a generic state (with a well defined
energy density) they are given by ρA ≈ e−HA/kBT where the temperature T
defines the energy density, and HR is the local Hamiltonian

HR =
∑
X∈R

H0(X) +
1

2

∑
X,Y ∈R

V (X, Y ) .

The entanglement entropy for such a density matrix is

SR = αVR + βAR + γ ,

where the greek letters denote material dependent constants and VR and AR

are the volume and area of R, respectively.
The volume law entropy acts as the thermal entropy. It scales with en-

ergy density and originates from information spread out on a macroscopic
scale and is thus inaccessible. If any information about non-local degrees of
freedom are to become accessible locally, by some local time evolution, there
has to be entanglement between some regions, say R1 and R2. The mutual
entanglement entropy,

SR1∪R2 − SR1 − SR2 ,

which is a measure of the entanglement between them, is approximately zero
if they are disconnected. Since there is then no contribution that scales with
region size, and any entanglement between the regions is totally dominated by
entanglement on a macroscopic scale and is thus inaccessible. So, you would
not expect to see any non-local effects. The same goes for adjacent regions;
the only difference is that in that case there is a local mutual entanglement
that scales with the area of their mutual boundary, originating from the
fact that they are adjacent. If one were to locally perturb the system by
slowly inserting an infinite potential between them, they would effectively no
longer be adjacent and the area scaling is gone and can therefore not be a
characteristic of the phase.

As can be seen, it seems that it is very hard to get any non-trivial quantum
correlations when the volume law entanglement is present. Thus the obvious
way out is to consider a regime where it disappears. This can be done if we
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Chapter 1. Introduction

assume that our energy spectrum has a gap1 Δ and we consider temperatures
kBT � Δ (we will assume that this is the case for the remainder of this the-
sis). Then the volume law entanglement disappears and the notion of TQM
becomes relevant. There are two different types of TQM’s: the symmetry
protected topological (SPT) matter and topologically ordered (TO) matter.
(There is also a combination of the two, called symmetry enriched matter.)

As the name suggests, SPT phases are protected by a symmetry in the
sense that two phases are only distinct if a certain symmetry is preserved. By
breaking that symmetry one can continuously interpolate between two differ-
ent SPT phases and they should thus only be considered different phases in
presence of the symmetry2. The natural question now is: what is non-trivial
with the entanglement properties of the SPT phases? For them, there is
no interesting correlation between separated regions—it is instead the short
distance correlations that are interesting; the area law entanglement between
two adjacent regions cannot be removed. If one would try to isolate a re-
gion from its surroundings (without breaking the symmetry in question), the
SPT phases has a property which automatically ensures that we leave the
domain of interest i.e., gapped states at kBT � Δ. If one would try, one
would unavoidably get gapless states close to the boundary and the area law
entanglement would persist.

This also means that at any physical edge of these systems, there will
be localized gapless states even though the bulk is gapped. The boundary
state of a d-dimensional3 SPT state is described by a d − 1-dimensional
field theory which cannot describe a pure d − 1 system which preserves the
symmetry. Typically, what happens is that the application of an external

1That all degrees of freedom are gapped is actually not necessary (we will discuss insula-
tors, which e.g., support gapless photon and phonon states). What is necessary is that
all excitations with a certain property is gapped. (What this property is depends on
the specific situation at hand.) This adds extra complications. In some cases, where
this is well understood, it does not really add anything interesting, so we will just go
ahead and assume that the whole system is gapped.

2It is the same with temperature: leaving the regime kBT � Δ one can continuously
interpolate between SPT states, i.e., in that regime they do not define distinct phases
of matter.

3Lower case calligraphic d are used to denote the spatial dimensions of a system and
upper case D are used to denote the space-time dimensions of the same. Furthermore,
e.g., 2d will denote a system with two spatial dimensions while a e.g., 3D denotes a
system with 2 + 1 dimensions.
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field makes the conserved charge, corresponding to the symmetry, to flow
from bulk to edge, thus preventing the bulk and the edge from individually
conserving the charge. As we will see, for some of these topological states
this goes hand in hand with a quantization of certain transport coefficients,
most notably the Hall conductance, which we will discuss in this thesis.
The main tools we will use to study these are effective response functionals,
which encode the response of the system to external perturbations, typically
an electromagnetic field or geometry. Studying the SPT properties of a
specific model then, to a large extent amounts, to calculating the relevant
effective response functional. But one can also do the opposite. As we
shall see, from an effective response functional one can, by a method called
functional bosonization, get back a course grained version of the model which
realized the functional. With this technique the theory will be written in
terms of a variable that parametrize the Noether-current corresponding to
the symmetry at hand—it will be written in hydrodynamic variables.

The TO states, on the other hand, have long-range correlation effects.
There is correlations that have no classical analog between pairs of regions at
arbitrary distance from each other. The TO states are all classically short-
range correlated states in the sense that correlations of all local operators
vanish exponentially with separation distance. But, the astonishing fact is
that there is still non-trivial response on very long distances! E.g., the TO
phases sense the topology of the underlying manifold and, since their local
properties are trivial, they thus must have some “classically hidden” non-
local property. For TO states in two spatial dimensions all such properties
emerges from the fact that the phases support particles4 with topological
interactions—particles with this type of interaction are called anyons.

At least one example of a topological interaction is familiar to most physi-
cist, namely the fermionic exchange statistics (i.e., the minus sign gotten
when two fermions interchange). This type of interaction can be generalized:
in two spatial dimensions there are an infinite number of ways in which point
particles can interact topologically, and in some cases this enables an inter-
play between local and non-local degrees of freedom. In higher dimensions
there is only one type of non-trivial topological interaction between point
particles, and that is the fermionic statistics. Higher dimensional objects,

4In this thesis we will not, by name, make the distinction between quasi-particles, i.e.,
particle excitations in other phases than vacuum, and particle excitations in vacuum.
We will simply omit the prefix quasi, and refer to all particles as just particles.
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such as line and surface excitations, can on the other hand have non-trivial
topological interactions, which is something we will only touch upon very
briefly when we discuss superconductors.

As we can conclude from the discussion we just had, the topological phase
is defined by the physics on very long time and length scales where non-
topological gapped states would be very boring—namely at distances and
times much larger than the correlation length, and the time scale set by the
gap �Δ−1. On these scales, everything is independent of any distance and the
theories will be topological field theories which do not describe any dynamics
in the bulk, but do carry information about topological interaction of the
excitations, and also encode some properties of how the phase behaves close
to boundaries of the system.

There are a many settings where topological phases of matter are expected
to exist. We will not discuss all of them here, the ones we are interested in
are chiral superconductors (SC) in two spatial dimensions, FQH states and
topological insulators.

Outline

The outline of this thesis is as follows. In the next chapter we will start by
introducing the hallmark of TO phases, namely anyons which are particles
specific to two spatial dimensions. Then we will move on to some more
general notions of topological order necessary for our subsequent discussion
of the chiral p-wave superconductor and FQHE.

Then, in chapter 3, we will study SPT phases and introduce their hallmark
namely non-trivial topological response. We will mainly consider systems
with U(1) symmetry and investigate the topological response to probing it.
We will introduce the notion of functional bosonization, as an introduction to
paper 3, and also present some previously unpublished work. This naturally
brings us to the topic of geometric response and more particularly geometric
response of chiral superconductors. The main topic of paper 5 is geometric
response of chiral superconductors. So, the last part of chapter 3 serves as an
introduction to paper 5, but also as an introduction to the preceding chapter
where we will study chiral superconductors in more detail and discuss the
edge Majorino modes—localized zero-energy Majorana modes.

In chapter 4 we will introduce the setting of paper 2; that one can con-
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sider the TO of the chiral p-wave superconductor as an s-wave supercon-
ductor with a chiral fermion added. We will see that fermionic zero-energy
modes—Majorino modes—will play an important role. There is an interplay
between them and the geometric response that we will discuss in chapter 3,
that leads to puzzling questions that are addressed in paper 4 and 5. So,
we will learn how these modes enter and how they interplay with geometry,
which gives us a good background for both paper 2, 4 and 5.

Finally, in the last chapter, we will discuss the FQHE. More specifically we
will look at how the fractional values of the Hall conductance emerge from
microscopic electron models. We will then see that TO comes together with
the fractional conductance. What we will derive is the Abelian hierarchy,
which much of the intuition behind paper 1 comes from. We will also discuss
how this connects to paper 1 and introduce some additional things needed
to understand it.

The definitions and technical aspects are collected in the appendices which
are outlined below together with a short motivation for the choice of math-
ematical language.

Notations and conventions for topological
matter

In appendix A and B we introduce much of the mathematical language we
will use in this thesis. But before you go there (or to the next chapter for
that matter), I would like to motivate the choice of mathematical language
used in this thesis.

In most areas of physics we deal with systems where the size of objects
are of great importance—i.e., length, area, volume and so forth. This in-
formation is captured in a metric which often is seen as so natural that it
is only implicitly present in the notation. This thesis does concern proper-
ties of matter that are connected to geometry. However, those properties do
not depend on a background metric (or other geometric structures). Rather,
what we are after are topological properties, meaning that the most famil-
iar geometrical language is not necessarily the most transparent. We will
make use of the language of exterior calculus and differential forms, and a
non-standard normalization of the electromagnetic fields. Let us start by an
example that hopefully will make its usefulness clear.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Usually one encodes the information of where charge is located and where
current flows by a current space-time density vector jμ. But on its own,
this cannot be used to get the information of how much charge there is in
a spatial region R, or how much charge that, has flown through a surface
Γ during some time-interval. We need more information, namely how big
the regions are. The vector jμ is useless without knowing the (sometimes
implicit) space-time metric which is used to define it. For example, if we
have a parametrization (s, t)→ X(s, t)=̇(̇x1(s, t), x2(s, t), . . . ) of the surface
R, we obtain the charge as

Q =

∫∫
dsdt

√
|g|εμνσjσ dx

μ

ds

dxν

dt
,

where =̇ denote “represented by”, ε is the totally antisymmetric tensor, |g| is
the absolute value of the determinant of the metric and Einstein summation
convention is assumed (we now assume 2+1D). The charge seems to depend
explicitly on the metric, but the information of how much charge there is
in a volume is independent of its size, or any other metric property. This
information can be encoded without reference to a metric if we use an object
called the current form J . In 2 + 1D it is a two-form (see section A.1 of
the appendix), i.e., an object which assigns a value to each surface. This
value is the charge that has passed through some line in the case of a non-
spatial—and the charge on some surface in the case of a spatial—surface.

Written in this way, we can also immediately see why, e.g., the Hall-
conductance in 2 + 1D is a topological response. It is nothing but a propor-
tionality between the current two-form and the electromagnetic field-strength
tensor,

Jq =
σH

2π
F . (1.1)

Without reference any size it thus encode a proportionality between the total
charge on—and total flux through—each space-time surface.

In appendix A.1 we will introduce the notion of differential forms and exte-
rior calculus that we now touched upon. There you will also find conventions
for normalization. We should mention that the electromagnetic field strength
F and the electromagnetic vector potential A is measured in units of φ0/2π,
where φ0 is the flux quanta, φ0 = h/e.

In appendix B you can find a collection of technical definitions of some the
mathematical terms used in this thesis.
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Chapter 2.

Anyons and topological order

TO phases differ by the topological interaction between the particles they
support and we will understand why when we get to section 2.2 of this chap-
ter. But before we do, we will start with a more familiar topological interac-
tion, the distinction between bosons and fermions. Attacking this problem
from the right angle leads to the notion of particles with other topological
interactions—the Abelian anyons. Here we will also see how topological in-
teractions can be understood as an exchange of a Chern-Simons (CS) gauge
boson.

Finally we will discuss topological interactions, and thus also TO in gen-
eral, and introduce the notion of non-Abelian anyons. The latter will reap-
pear in chapter 4, where chiral p-wave SC’s are studied.

2.1. Bosons, fermions and Abelian anyons

One of the first things one learns when dealing with many-body quantum
mechanics is that there are two distinct classes of identical particles: bosons
and fermions. One can distinguish them, at least in a thought experiment,
where two particles are moved around each other and end up in an config-
uration where they have changed place. Since they are indistinguishable we
end up in the same state as we started and all we get is a phase shift of the
wave function. If the particles are kept far enough apart there will be no
interaction between them (if they are bosons) and the phase shift is a sum
of contributions from each of the particles involved in the exchange.

On the other hand, if they are fermions there will be an extra minus sign
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X ′ Y ′

X Y

χ

χ(X) = χ(X ′)

χ(Y ) = χ(Y ′)

Figure 2.1.: M̃ (left) is up to a line (the points on the dashed line should be pairwise
identified) two copies of M (right). By the mapping χ, depicted in the figure,
closed curves in M, winding once around the hole, are images of open curves
in M̃. In the figure you can see pair of points (X,X ′) which are points that
get mapped to the same point under χ. Figure by S. Holst.

that cannot be contributed to either one of the two particles, i.e., it is an
interaction effect. Since it is a very special type of interaction, it does not
depend on the distance between the particles, only on the topology of the
paths they take. It is however usually not called an interaction; instead we
usually talk about the statistics of the particles.

The minus sign obtained because of an exchange of fermions is the simplest
type of topological interaction and in three dimensions and higher it is the
only type of topological interaction possible between point particles. But in
1977, Jan Myrheim and Jon-Magne Leinaas, ref. [2], realized that for two
dimensional systems the situation do not need to be quite that simple. In
two dimensions anyons—particles with other topological interactions—are
possible.

At their discovery anyons where a purely theoretical construct, but things
changed with the discovery of the FQHE, ref. [3]. In 1984 Bert Halperin,
ref. [4], made an argument for why the then recently discovered FQH state
support anyons, something that has been put on a very strong theoretical
footing1. In 1991, see refs. [7, 8], it was suggested that also non-Abelian

1A very important part of this is when, in ref. [5], it was shown that the model state
proposed by Robert Laughlin, see ref. [6], support Abelian anyons. Maybe even more
important is, as we will see later, that a fractional Hall conductance can only occur if
there is a topological torus degeneracy, which is directly tied to the presence of anyons.
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statistics could be realized in some FQH states. And, more interestingly for
this thesis, also in chiral p-wave superconductors, see refs. [9–12].

The presence of anyons is the hallmark of topologically ordered states. So,
in this chapter we start by a carefully exposé of the topological interaction
and see why two spatial dimensions is special, i.e., why fermions are the only
non-trivial case in dimensions other than two. But first we warm up and
start with a simpler setting, namely, single particle physics.

A single particle on an annulus

The kinetic energy of a state is related to how much the wave functions varies.
The modulus squared of the wave function is the probability density, so for
that there is a well defined notion of how much it varies. For the phase, on
the other hand, there is not. There is a priori no notion of how to compare
the phase of a wave function at two different points. To define the change
δψ of a wave function ψ in some direction, i.e., along short path Γ, we need
a U(1) connection A,

δψ =

∫
Γ

(d+ iA)ψ ,

and then we can define a kinetic term. If ψ describes a charged particle, A
is just the potential for the magnetic field,

B = dA ,

here B denotes the magnetic field two-form and B denotes the magnetic field
scalar (see example 16 in appendix B). In quantum mechanics, as opposed
to the classical case, it is not just the field strength B that is important:
in a classical theory, A is only defined up to a closed form that is a form
a with da = 0. However, in quantum mechanics closed but non-exact U(1)
connections make a physical difference. An exact form is a form that can be
written as a = dλ, and the notion exact U(1) form, which we also will refer
to, is a form that can be written as a = iξ∗dξ, where ξ is a complex function
with unit modulus.

A requirement for there to be any non-trivial, closed non-exact forms is
that there is at least one closed curve in the configuration space, M, that
cannot be contracted to a point. (In this thesis we always implicitly assume
and orientation for all manifold and sub manifolds, i.e., curves, surfaces, etc.)
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So we now take M to be a simple example of such a manifold—a plane with
a hole cut out. In that case we know, physically, what the closed non-exact
U(1) form corresponds to, namely magnetic flux passing through the hole.

Let us consider the simplest non-trivial case, that is, to consider A to be
closed and assume that ei

∫
Γ A = −1, where Γ is any curve encircling the hole.

We will employ a mathematical trick: we do not consider the wave functions
to be functions on M, but to be part of a subclass of functions on the double
cover (M̃) of M, described in figure 2.1. When viewing functions on M as
functions on M̃, the covariant derivative is

d+ iÃ ,

where Ã is a one-form on M̃ that defines A in the following sense: Take
any curve Γ and pair it up with a curve Γ̃ which have Γ as image under the
mapping χ, described in figure 2.1. Then you get ei

∫
Γ A, from Ã, as

ei
∫
Γ A ≡ ei

∫
Γ̃ Ã .

For all curves in M̃, the integral ei
∫
Γ̃ Ã only depends on the end points of

Γ̃, which means that Ã is an exact U(1) form. Hence, ei
∫X
X0

Ã is a well defined
function, where

∫ X

X0
Ã refers to the line integral over any curve starting at

X0 and ending at X. We can thus do the gauge transformation

ψ(X)→ ψ(X)e
i
∫X
X0

Ã
, (2.1)

which results in Ã = 0. But now the functions cannot be interpreted as
functions on M. For that to be the case they need to be in the even subclass
of functions on M̃, but now ψ is in the odd subclass. The even subclass of
functions on M̃ consists of functions that take the same value on both points
in each pair (X,X ′ ∈ M̃) that get mapped to the same point in M under
χ, i.e., ψ(X) = ψ(X ′). Analogously, the odd subclass of functions are the
functions with the property ψ(X) = −ψ(X ′).

We can thus conclude that the closed but non-exact form A could be
removed by a singular gauge transformation. That is, we consider the wave
functions to be functions on a multi-cover of our surface, and consider a
certain subclass of functions there.

In the same way, any closed form can be gauged away. But we can then
no longer consider the functions to be functions on our original surface M,
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2.1. Bosons, fermions and Abelian anyons

(a) The fundamental group of
a connected manifold con-
sist of equivalence classes
of curves where two curves
are equivalent if they can
be continuously deformed
into each other.

Γ1 Γ2 Γ1 × Γ2

(b) The binary operator on the fundamental group maps
the product of the equivalence class containing Γ1 and
the one containing Γ2 to the one containing Γ1 × Γ2,
where Γ1×Γ2 is defined as the curve that first traverses
Γ1 and then Γ2.

Figure 2.2.: The fundamental group.

since the function is not well defined. In the case discussed here there are two
different function-values for each point in M, which are related by a minus
sign, and in general by ei

∫
A over a closed non-trivial curve. We will refer to

this factor, between different function values, as the monodromy of the wave
function.

Indistinguishable particles and the braid group

Now let us consider indistinguishable particles on a manifold M. By defini-
tion of indistinguishability, our quantum state is fully specified if we know
that one particle is at position X1 and another is at position X2. The ques-
tion of which particle is at X1 and which is at X2 does not make sense.
So, the configuration space for N indistinguishable is MN/SN , i.e., we have
modded out the permutation group SN .

When considering this many particle space it is natural to decompose the
covariant derivative into single-particle and interaction parts. We use A to
denote the many body U(1) connection while A denotes the single particle
U(1) connection, i.e., the covariant derivative take the form

d+ i
N∑
i=1

A (Xi) + iA (X1, . . . , XN) . (2.2)

The form A (Xi) is the same for all particles and does only depend on the
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position of the particle labeled by i, i.e.,

A(X1) = A1(X1)dx
1
1 + A2(X1)dx

2
1

A(X2) = A1(X2)dx
1
2 + A2(X2)dx

2
2

... =
... ,

where A1 and A2 have the same functional form in all rows. From now on,
we assume that we can choose (and have chosen) A such that it is closed
up to field strengths that vanish exponentially with mini,j (|Xi −Xj|) /λ, for
some length λ. This assumption is not a restriction, since if no such choice
is possible, there is no well-defined notion of topological interaction at all.

The topological interaction is defined by A, and A is closed in the region
where the distance between particles is much greater than λ, i.e., A is closed
in
(MN − δ

)
/SN , where

δ =

{
(X1, X2, . . . )

∣∣∣min
i,j

(|Xi −Xj|)
 λ

}
.

The gauge invariant information in A is captured by the phases
{
ei

∫
ΓA
}
Γ
,

where Γ is a closed curve. But since A is closed, the integral ei
∫
ΓA does not

depend on continuous deformations of Γ. We thus need to consider the set
of equivalence classes of closed curves in

(MN − δ
)
/SN , where two curves

are equivalent if there exists a continuous map which transforms one curve
into the other.

There is one binary operation we can put on this set that is compatible
with the mapping Γ→ ei

∫
ΓA, and this operation is defined such that Γ1×Γ2

is the curve where you traverse first Γ1 and then Γ2. The compatibility of
the operation and the mapping can easily be checked, since it is a direct
consequence of the property of the line integral,

e
i
∫
Γ1×Γ2

A
= e

i
∫
Γ1
A+i

∫
Γ2
A
= e

i
∫
Γ1
A
e
i
∫
Γ2
A
.

So, the defining property
{
ei

∫
ΓA
}
Γ

of A is that it is a U(1) representation of
the group we just described.

The group that is the fundamental group of
(MN − δ

)
/SN . The funda-

mental group of a manifold is illustrated in figure 2.2 and is denoted by Π1,
in this case Π1

((MN − δ
)
/SN

)
.
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Let us now be more specific: assume that M is some topologically trivial
three-dimensional manifold and assume that there is N identical particles
on M. From figure 2.3 we realize that any closed loop formed by a sin-
gle particle can be contracted to identity. So all non-trivial loops must be
built up by exchange of two particles, e.g., in the positive direction, i.e.,
transpositions. Figure 2.5 illustrates the fact that two transpositions can be
continuously transformed into a loop where one particle encircle the other
in the positive direction, i.e., an encircling. Thus, there is only one ele-
ment in Π1

((MN − δ
)
/SN

)
for each permutation of the particles and we

can therefore conclude that the fundamental group is SN .
Let us see what the non-trivial U(1) representations are. The permuta-

tion group is generated by transpositions, so it is enough to investigate what
values we can get when integrating along a path Γ that results in a trans-
position. Since two transpositions equal identity we have ei

∫
ΓA+i

∫
ΓA = 1,

and we can conclude that there are two different possibilities: either we get
a phase −1, or not, when we integrate A along a curve with an odd number
of transpositions. These two possibilities correspond to fermions and bosons
respectively.

Usually when dealing with fermions, one makes the analog thing as in (2.1),
i.e., a singular gauge transformation, and consider the wave functions to be
functions in the odd subclass of functions on MN (i.e., the double cover of
MN/SN). One cannot consider the functions to be functions on MN/SN ,
since with the singular gauge transformation there are two different function
values for each point in MN/SN—and these are related by a minus sign
ei

∫
ΓA, where Γ is a transposition.
We could also say, as is done in many introductory textbooks, that the wave

functions for fermions are functions on MN that have eigenvalue −1 with
respect to the operator which interchanges two fermions. Although formally
correct, this is confusing: it is nonsense to say that a fermion A is at position
X and another fermion B is at position Y ; they are indistinguishable and thus
there is no physical way to, even in principle, tell which fermion is fermion A
and which is fermion B. The operator which interchanges them thus cannot
be a physical operator; it is only defined by the mathematical trick of using
a double cover of the configuration space discussed in the previous section.

We now assume that our base manifold M is a trivial, two-dimensional
manifold. We can, then, no longer contract an encircling, and the fundamen-
tal group of (MN − δ)/SN is not SN , but a group called the Artin Braid
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Chapter 2. Anyons and topological order

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2.3.: In three dimensions an encircling (i.e., the path in a)) can continuously be
contract to zero.

group2 or just the braid group (BN).
From figure 2.5 we realize that encirclings can be decomposed into two

transpositions and, thus, the braid group of two particles, B2, is just the free
group generated by transpositions (T ). With N particles we instead have
N generators

({
T(i,i+1)

})
, where T(i,j) corresponds to transposition of the

particle labeled i and the one labeled j with no other particles in between.
If |i− j| ≥ 2, transposing particle i and i+ 1, and particle j and j + 1, is

independent, and the order in which they are executed cannot matter. We
thus have the relation

TiTj = TjTi ; |i− j| ≥2 , (2.3)

where we defined Ti ≡ T(i,i+1).
For |i− j| < 2 there is a less obvious relation:

TiTi+1Ti = Ti+1TiTi+1 , (2.4)

which can be understood from figure 2.4. So, the braid group is the free
group generated by {Ti}i with the relations (2.3) and (2.4).

The braid group, as opposed to the permutation group, does not have
only one non-trivial U(1) representation. If we assume that we only have
one species of anyons all permutations must be equivalent and the U(1)
representation

{
ei

∫
ΓA
}

is defined by the statistical angle θ,

R ≡ eiθ ≡ e
i
∫
T(i,j)

A
. (2.5)

Generalizing this to the case with several different species of anyons is straight-
forward; for anyons of the same species there is no difference other than that
we add a species label α, so that Rαα corresponds to a transposition of two
anyons of species α.

2After Emil Artin who discovered the braid group, see ref. [13].
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2.1. Bosons, fermions and Abelian anyons

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.4.: In the figures above, each horizontal cross-section corresponds to a position
on a loop. Figure (a) shows the loop corresponding to TiTi+1Ti. In figure (b)
we continuously transform the loop from figure (a) such that the particle who
starts out to the right goes behind the other particles earlier. In figure (c) we
then recognize the loop as Ti+1TiTi+1, after another continoues transformation
where the paths are straightend.

We cannot define a transposition of anyons of different species, since trans-
posing them would not return the same state. An encircling of anyons of
different species is, however, well defined. If we use E(i,j) to denote a curve
corresponding to an encircling of an anyon labeled i which is assumed to have
species α, and an anyon labeled j, which is assume to be of species β, we
have

Rαα ≡ e
i
∫
T(i,j)

A
; (Rαβ)2 ≡ e

i
∫
E(i,j)

A
. (2.6)

(Using a square in the definition of the encircling is just a practical conven-
tion.)

Mediating topological interactions with a gauge boson

Any two-body interaction can be rewritten as a mediation of an exchange-
particle. Since both the braid group and the permutation group is generated
by transpositions, which only involve two particles, the topological interac-
tion is a two-body interaction, and A (X1, . . . , XN) can be put in two-body
form. I.e., there exists forms ãij such that

A (X1, . . . , XN) =
∑
i �=j

ãij (Xi, Xj) .
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Chapter 2. Anyons and topological order

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2.5.: In the above figures, the black dot denotes where the particle start, and the
white dot denotes the half-way point on the path. Figure (a) illustrates an
encircling which we continuously transform into a double transposition.

Let us consider the system with one anyon species. It is then convenient to
introduce a(Xi), defined by

dia(Xi) =
θ

2

∑
i �=j

P (Xj) , (2.7)

where di is the exterior derivative acting only on the particle labeled i, and
P i denote the Poincare dual (i.e., a delta-function form, see definition 4 in
appendix B). Using this, the standard K = p2/2m kinetic term takes the
form

K =
1

2m

N∑
i=1

[di + iA (Xi) + ia (Xi)]
2 ,

where the square is defined to be the usual Laplace-Beltrami operator defined
by some spatial metric h, which also can be written as

�h (d− iA (X)− ia (X)) �h (d+ iA (X) + ia (X))

where we introduced the notationally convenient Hodge star operator �h (see
definition 8 and 10 in appendix B). In second-quantized form this reads

K̂ =
1

2m

∫
ψ†(X) (d− iA (X)− ia (X)) �h (d+ iA (X) + ia (X))ψ(X) ,

(2.8)
which naively looks quadratic. But we have to remember (2.7), which in
second quantized form reads

da =
θ

2
�h ψ

†ψ . (2.9)
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2.2. Topological order in two dimensions

Solving for a and substituting back would give a quartic (i.e., interacting)
term. Since it is quartic we can use a Hubbard-Stratonovich3 transformation
to decouple the interaction with an auxiliary field. With the form (2.8) the
job is already done for us. The interaction is already in a decoupled form we
just have to introduce a Lagrange multiplier term that imposes the constraint
(2.9).

So we introduce the Lagrange multiplier field at, and the result is4

L =
1

θ
atdt ∧ da+ atdt ∧ �hψ

†ψ .

This together with K̂ in (2.8) is nothing but the Coulomb gauge version of
the Chern-Simons Lagrangian

L =
1

2θ
a ∧ da+ a ∧ J ,

where we now redefined a to be the space-time version i.e.,

a = atdt+ ax1dx1 + ax2dx2 ,

and the current from J equals

�hψ
†ψ − i

2m
dt ∧ (ψ† �h dψ − ψ �h dψ

†)+ 1

m
dt ∧ ψ† �h (A (X) + a (X))ψ .

2.2. Topological order in two dimensions
In this section we will discuss more general topological interactions and
see why each topological interaction defines a distinct topologically ordered
phase. We define TO as topological interactions. That is, unitary represen-
tations of the braid group. This was pioneered in ref. [15] but brought to the

3See e.g., page 197 of ref. [14].
4We assume a notion of absolute rest and absolute time, implying that we have a natural

map relating spatial space-time forms to forms on a spatial slice and vice versa. (This
is exactly what is done implicitly when the electric and magnetic vectors are extracted
from the electromagnetic tensor.) We will reserve the letter h for a spatial metric, and
when it acts on space-time forms it should be understood that there is a composition
with the map mentioned in the previous sentence. This notion is given in a more
precise form in definition 14, and the proceeding discussions, in appendix B.
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Chapter 2. Anyons and topological order

α

β


 ξ
∼ ξ

A

B

C

Figure 2.6.: Here α and β are anyons and ξ is the correlation length. Regions of type A,
that is regions that only contain local information far away from any anyon,
contain no information about the anyon types. Regions of type B, that
encircle one anyon, do contain the information about the anyon type even if
they are far away from the anyon. Regions of type C, that encircle several
anyons, can contain more information than there is in all regions of type A
and B. (By information in a region, say A, we mean everything that possibly
could be deduced from the density matrix TrX �∈A |ψ〉 〈ψ|.) Figure by S. Holst.

physics community by Edward Witten, in ref. [16], when he also introduced
the Chern-Simons field theory (we will discuss the Abelian version later in
this chapter).

We are not directly interested in classifying the topological interactions,
but we will introduce the general mathematical structure that is used to
specify a topological interaction, since it will teach us the most important
ingredients and properties of topologically ordered states.

Since the topological information is independent of distance, we can for
simplicity consider the special case where all particles are localized by some
pinning potential and all dynamics is slow compared to �Δ−1. Furthermore,
we assume that the particles are well separated, that is, they are far enough
away from each other to not interact (except for the topological interaction).

We will consider states

|X1, α1;X2, α2; · · · 〉 (2.10)

with the property that they are identical to the ground state |GS〉 at distances
much further than the correlation length away from the points {Xi}. The
difference from |GS〉 can be detected by a non-local operator, with support
only far away (see figure 2.6).

In general, the label αi denotes the type of anyon. If we have two states
|X;α〉 and |X; β〉 and they cannot be distinguished by an operator only
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2.2. Topological order in two dimensions

acting far away then we define5 α = β. This means, e.g., that the devia-
tion close to Xi (i.e., the particle) cannot be removed by any local operator
O(Xi) only acting in the vicinity of Xi. For notational convenience, we also
include the possibility that there is nothing at Xi that can, from far away,
be distinguished from the ground state. In that case we write αi = 1.

We assume that all dynamics is generated by local Hamiltonians so that
all particle states must be realizable by locally perturbing the ground state.
Since the anyons are not local perturbations, it must be the case that they
can be created in pairs (an anyon, anti-anyon pair) with the property that
the pair is just a local perturbation when its constituents are close together.

We now consider time-evolution where anyons are moved around by being
pinned to potentials and end up in the same configuration that they started
in. We assume that the particles are far enough apart for all non-topological
interaction (i.e., interaction which decrease with distance) to be negligible,
and we can factorize the time-evolution operator U as

U = Utop

∏
i

Ui ,

where Ui are the single particle contribution to the time-evolution for particle
i, and Utop is the topological time-evolution.

The topological interaction is quantized, and thus cannot change contin-
uously. This means, that as long as one has a well defined adiabatic limit,
i.e., the regime kBT � Δ, you cannot continuously interpolate between
states with different topological interactions. So, in the regime kBT � Δ,
each topological interaction defines a specific state of matter—a topologically
ordered state of matter.

Let us now see what specifies a topological interaction. If we consider a
fixed number of particles, a topological interaction is by definition given by
a unitary representation of the fundamental group

Π1

((MN1+···+Nn − δ
)
/SN1 · · · /SNn

)
,

which we will refer to as the n-species braid group. (We now included the
possibility of several different types of indistinguishable particles.) The actual

5Sometimes a different notation is used: if two states can be connected by some local
operator O(�x), |�x;α〉 = O(�x) |�x;β〉, then α = β and otherwise α �= β. The difference
between this and the one in the text is that the one in the text treats a fermion just
as a trivial anyon while this do not.
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Chapter 2. Anyons and topological order

number of particles, {Ni}i, is not a property of the phase, it is just a property
of the particular state we consider at the moment. What we want is a
compatible representation of all n-species braid groups with varying {Ni}i.

The n-species braid group with particle numbers Ni is a subgroup of the
n-species braid group with particle numbers Mi, if Ni ≤ Mi. So finding the
general unitary representation of varying number of particles is equivalent
to finding it for Π1

((MN1+N2+··· − δ
)
/SN1/SN2 · · ·

)
with Ni → ∞. We

will refer to this group as the infinite n-species braid group, and a unitary
representation thereof is specified by three tensors,

(Nαβ
γ , Rαβ

γ , F αγβ
δεζ ) , (2.11)

a fusion tensor N , the braid rules R and the F -tensor. (Actually, N can be
deduced from R and F , so we could do without it.)

Let us start by studying the fusion tensor. If two anyons fuse to a third
anyon γ, we put Nαβ

γ = 1, and otherwise we put it to zero6. That the two
anyons α and β fuse to γ means that when α and β are brought close together
they cannot, from far away, be distinguished from γ.

Let us start by considering Abelian anyons. The only way to detect an
anyon from far away is by the topological interaction and, as we saw in the
previous section, the topological interaction among Abelian anyons is defined
by the statistical angles (2.6). Thus, these statistical angles must also encode
the fusion. Assume that you have exactly two non-trivial Abelian anyons, α
and β, with Rαβ = Rββ = (Rαα)2. Then, there is no braiding operation that
can distinguish a β from two α’s very close to each other. So we conclude:

α× α ≡ α2 = β ,

or equivalently Nαα
β = 1. The fact that there is precisely two distinct non-

trivial anyons also implies Rαα = eiπ/3, since otherwise α3 would also be
a non-trivial anyon. With Rαα = eiπ/3 we, however, get Rα3α = Rα3β =(
Rα3α3

)2
= 1, so the fusion rules close on them selves:

α× α× α = α× β = 1 .

6This definition is only valid for the special case when all Nγ
αβ are either zero or one (all

examples in this thesis will have this property). In general there are several locally
indistinguishable states with three anyons α, β and γ that together fuse to identity,
and in general the integer Nγ

αβ is defined as the number of orthogonal such states.
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2.2. Topological order in two dimensions

The above equation also tells us something more; that β is the anti-anyon,
ᾱ, corresponding to α.

As we realize from this example the fusion of Abelian anyons is trivial in
the sense that it is specified directly by the statistical angles, so to continue
we need a non-Abelian example. We take the example of Ising topological
interaction, since it will be relevant for our discussion of chiral p-wave super-
conductivity. With Ising topological interaction there are two anyon types
σ and ψ, which in the p-wave SC context correspond to the fundamental
vortex and the Bogoliobov particle (i.e., a broken Cooper pair) respectively.
The fusion of α and β is not necessarily specified by the anyon types α and
β. Or equivalently, the anyon types α and β of a state |X,α;Y, β〉 specifies
all properties of regions of type B (see figure 2.6), but not necessarily all
properties of regions of type C.

This is always the case for non-Abelian anyons, and for Ising topological
interaction the non-trivial fusions (i.e., the ones that are not zero and do not
include fusion with the trivial anyon) is given by

σ × σ = 1 + ψ ; σ × ψ = σ ; ψ × ψ = 1 .

The anyon you would obtain if two anyons (α and β) are close together is
called the fusion channel of α and β and the first rule mean that when we
bring two σ’s together there are two different fusion channels: they will either
annihilate, or fuse to ψ.

Let us now consider the states with several anyons and resolve how many
states that cannot be distinguished by sums of local operators (i.e., locally
indistinguishable states).

In general, the fusion rules determine how the dimension of the space of
locally indistinguishable states with a given number of anyons depends on
the number and type of anyons. When pairing the σ’s, two by two, there is,
for each pair, a state where the constituents together form a ψ, and a state
where they form a local excitation. These two different states are orthogonal,
since they have different eigenvalues with respect to operators measuring the
fusion channel of the σ’s in the pair. Hence, the number of orthogonal and
locally indistinguishable states corresponding to a given number of σ’s grows
two-fold each time two σ’s are added.

If we bunch all σ’s, two by two, such that each pair have a definite fusion
channel, we have specified our state completely, since we then know a succes-
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Chapter 2. Anyons and topological order

sion of unitary evolutions (the fusions to identity together with removing the
local excitation) that bring us to the ground state. If we would have more
complicated fusion rules, where the fusion products of the paired particles in
turn have more than one fusion product, we would, to completely specify the
state, also have to pair up the fusion products and their products etc.

Let us now understand the braid rules. Say that you have two σ’s that are
far away from all others. Transposing them cannot alter their fusion channel
since that could be measured from far away, without getting close. The
argument is general, thus the transposition, or encircling, of two particles in
a distinct fusion channel cannot alter the state, and is therefore represented
by a phase. For Ising anyons these phases are given by

Rσσ
1 = e−iπ/8 ; Rσσ

ψ = ei3π/8 ; Rψψ
1 = −1 ; Rψσ

σ = i , (2.12)

where Utop=̇Rαα
β is the topological interaction corresponding to a transpo-

sition of two α anyons in fusion channel β and Utop=̇(Rαβ
γ )2 corresponds to

an encircling of an α around a β in the fusion channel γ. (The symbol =̇
denotes “represented by”.)

To know the representation of the infinite n-species braid group, we need
to know how it acts in some basis. With a basis we here mean an orthogonal
set of states that up to acting with local operators span the full low-energy
Hilbert space. We can create a basis for any number of anyons by starting
with a basis for a single anyon which is only labeled by anyon type, η. From
this one-anyon basis we can create a basis of two anyons of type δ and ζ,
specified by their type and their fusion channel η. This is done by acting
with the operator U δζ

η that acts locally at η and splits η into fusion factors δ
and ζ. Continuing, we can create a basis for three anyons, ε, γ and δ, with
fusion channels (ε, γ) → ζ and (ζ, δ) → η by acting with a local operator
U εγ
ζ on ζ. And analogously continuing one step further by splitting ε into α

and β we have a basis for four anyons specified by the types (α, β, γ, δ) and
the fusion channels (α, β) → ε, (ε, γ) → ζ and (ζ, δ) → η. This is depicted
in the equation below where the “blob” in the notation is there to denote a
region with an anyon that we will split into fusion channels.
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2.2. Topological order in two dimensions

Uαβ
ε U εγ

ζ U δζ
η

∣∣ 〉
η = Uαβ

ε U εγ
ζ

∣∣∣∣
〉

η
ζ

δ

= Uαβ
ε

∣∣∣∣
〉

γ
δ

ε ζ
η =

∣∣∣∣
〉

α

β γ
δ

ε
ζ

η

.

It should be clear how to continue this construction and get a basis for any
number of anyons specified from the operators splitting anyons,

{
Uαβ
γ

}
α,β,γ

,
by starting with a basis for just one anyon. For specified anyon types
(α, β, γ, δ) we can use the above basis labeled by the fusion channels (ε, ζ, η):

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

∣∣∣∣
〉⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎭
(ε, ζ, η)

α

β γ
δ

ε
ζ

η

.

In this basis we know the representation of, e.g., Utop(Tαβ) ; it is Utop(Tαβ)=̇Rαβ
ε .

But what is the representation of Utop(Tβγ)? By a different set of operators
acting on the one-anyon state, we can create another basis where Utop(Tβγ)
is diagonal instead:

Uβγ
θ Uαθ

ζ

∣∣∣∣
〉

η
ζ

δ
= Uαβ

ε

∣∣∣∣
〉

α δ

θ ζ
η =

∣∣∣∣
〉

α

β γ
δ

θ ζ
η

.

If we then know the overlap〈
α

β γ
δ

θ ζ
η

∣∣∣∣
〉

α

β γ
δ

ε
ζ

η

=

〈 ∣∣∣∣η
ζ

δ (
Uαθ
ζ

)† (
Uβγ
θ

)†
Uαβ
ε Uγε

ζ

∣∣∣∣
〉

η
ζ

δ ≡ F βγα
ζθε
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β
β̄

Γ

(a)

Γ

Γ̃
ᾱ α

(b)

Γ̃ Γ̃

(c)

Figure 2.7.: Ground state degeneracy on the torus.
(a)We measure a topological property of the ground state by creating an anyon
(β) anti-anyon pair and dragging the anyon around a non-trivial loop Γ and
annihilating it.
(b)We create an anyon (α), anti-anyon (ᾱ) pair and then there is a different
curve Γ̃ encircling the same direction on the torus, that can be deformed into
Γ plus an encircling of α.
(c)When α is taken around the torus and annihilated with ᾱ, there is no longer
any curve corresponding to Γ, Γ̃ is everywhere, so to say. Figure by S. Holst.

between the states in the different bases, we know how to transform between
them and thus we know both the representation of Utop(Tαβ) and of Utop(Tβγ)
in the same basis.

Since the information about the fusion channel ζ or the anyon type γ is
not encoded locally at ε and Uαβ

ε act locally on ε, its matrix elements cannot
depend on neither ζ nor ε. The matrix elements of Uαβ

ε can thus only depend
on (α, β, ε) and similar for the other unitary operators in the equation above.
That is why we can parametrize any such overlap with the tensor F , with
only six indices.

So, by knowing the F -tensor we know how to change between bases where
Utop(Tβγ) and Utop(Tαβ) respectively are diagonal, and we thus have a repre-
sentation of both. With the same construction it is straight forward to use
the F -tensor and the braid rules to get a representation for all braids for an
arbitrary number of anyons, so the triplet (2.11) gives the full representation
of the infinite n-species braid group.

Torus degeneracy

Before we leave the general discussion concerning topologically ordered states
in two dimensions, let us mention one more fact that dates back to work made
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2.2. Topological order in two dimensions

already in the early nineties (see ref. [17, 18]): on the torus, there are equally
many locally indistinguishable ground states as there are numbers of anyon
types. Here we include the trivial anyon as one of the anyon types—so, if
there is one non-trivial anyon there is at least two locally indistinguishable
ground states on the torus.

To see this, assume that we start out in a ground state |GS〉 and measure a
topological property by locally creating an anyon, anti-anyon pair, dragging
the anyon (β) around one of the non-trivial loops Γ of the torus (see figure
2.7), and then removing the anyon, anti-anyon pair with a local unitary
time-evolution. The corresponding time-evolution operator has a well-defined
topological part Uβ

top([Γ]). (Here we stress that Utop does not depend on the
specific curve Γ but on [Γ], that is, the elements of the fundamental group).

By definition, Uβ
top([Γ]) takes us from one ground state back to another7.

We can with out loss of generality assume that the state we start out with
is an eigenstate of Uβ

top([Γ]),

Uβ
top([Γ]) |GS〉 = ξ1 |GS〉 ; ξ1 ∈{x ∈ C; |x| = 1}

since if we did not return to the same state we could just diagonalize Uβ
top([Γ])

in the finite Hilbert space

span
[{(

Uβ
top([Γ])

)n
|GS〉

}
n∈N

]
.

When we have done this we create an anyon (α), anti-anyon (ᾱ) pair.
The previous described operation then comes in two varieties, Uβ

top([Γ]) and
Uβ
top([Γ̃]): there are two different curves Γ and Γ̃ encircling the same direction

on the torus, where Γ̃ can be deformed into Γ plus an encircling of α. We
then define Uβ

top([Γ̃]) |GS〉 = ξ2 |GS〉, and at least for some anyon β the phases
are different, ξ1 �= ξ2, since Uβ

top([Γ̃]) and Uβ
top([Γ]) is related by an encircling

of α, which is detectable by braiding. When α then, is taken around the
other circumference of the torus, see figure 2.7, more and more of the curves
are in the equivalence class [Γ̃]. When it comes all the way around and is
annihilated with ᾱ, there are no longer two different equivalence classes of
curves. And when now acting on the state with Uβ

top([Γ]), we will no longer

7There will always, because of finite-size effects, be a true ground state minimizing the
energy of the total Hamiltonian, but we call all states that are locally indistinguishable
from that state a ground state.
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Chapter 2. Anyons and topological order

get the eigenvalue ξ1, but ξ2, and we can conclude that we are in a ground
state orthogonal to the one we started with. If we continue this procedure
we create as many states as there are numbers of anyon types.

From the procedure in which we got these state, we know that they are
locally indistinguishable, so by definition the energy density in the states
are the same. Since our Hamiltonian is local (i.e., exponential fall-off of the
interaction as a function of distance), this also means that the total energy
of these states has to be the same, up to exponentially small corrections
in system size. This is one of the most important numerical signatures of
topological order and something we will mention again later when discussing
the FQHE and chiral p-wave SC’s.

2.3. Abelian Chern-Simons theory
All topological states we will consider are made up of real systems that at
long length and time scales can be described by a field theory defined by some
action. The action thus has to specify a specific representation of the infinite
braid group, and in a coarse-grained field theory the topological interaction
is all there is.

In this section we will consider a specific example of such a theory that we
will come back to many times—the Abelian CS theory. On length scales much
longer than the coherence length, and time scales much longer than �Δ−1

(i.e., the topological scaling limit) the Abelian CS theory describes any system
which only supports Abelian anyons. When studying this we will, among
other things, be introduced to a very important concept, namely the bulk-
boundary correspondence—i.e., we will see that the topological interaction
in the bulk puts certain requirements on the edge theory.

The action is written in terms of N gauge fields b ≡ (b1, b2, . . . ) and an
integer matrix K with non-zero determinant:

S =
1

4π

∫
bT ∧ Kdb . (2.13)

Each gauge field corresponds to conservation of particle number of an anyon
type. Breaking the gauge invariance means that there is no longer a con-
servation of particles. An anyon cannot be removed locally since it can be
detected by measurements far away, so the topological interaction itself im-
plies a conservation law. As we will see, the CS action implies a topological
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2.3. Abelian Chern-Simons theory

interaction, so the action has to be gauge invariant, otherwise it cannot be
quantized to a unitary theory.

For the theory to be gauge invariant under large gauge transformations
bI → bI + ieiφde−iφ, the matrix K must be integer-valued. This can be seen
by an argument very similar to the discussion concerning large gauge trans-
formations in the next chapter, (3.14). So, to avoid repetition the argument
will be postponed until then. Furthermore, we can, without loss of gener-
ality, assume that the matrix K is symmetric, since if the term K12b1 ∧ db2
is different from K21b2 ∧ db1 we can just make a partial integration to make
them equal.

Only gauge invariant quantities are physical and they are spanned by the
Wilson loops,

WΓ,l = ei
∫
Γ bT l , (2.14)

with l being an integer vector and Γ a closed oriented curve (path ordering
is omitted since the fields are Abelian so they commute anyway).

The action (2.13) does not contain any metric, or any other space-time
structure, so the Wilson loops cannot depend on the precise path Γ but
only on the topology of Γ. On this level there is no notion of which loops
correspond to realizable physical processes or not—for that you would need
to know more than just the topological theory. We should, however, still have
a notion of space and time in mind; it is not as in, e.g., general relativity,
where there is a real diffeomorphism invariance and no background metric at
all.

Paths Γ that correspond to actual physical process, can be decomposed
into paths which each can be parametrized by time. The number of paths
needed depend on how many pair creation/annihilation processes we assume
Γ correspond to. For simplicity we assume that Γ only correspond to one
pair creation and one pair annihilation. Then it can be decomposed into two
paths Γ1 and Γ2 that both can be parametrized by time. One path, Γ1 , is
directed forwards in time and one, Γ2, is directed backwards. With that in
mind we can write the Wilson loop as

WΓ,l = ei
∫
Γ b·l = e

i
∫
Γ1

b·l
e
i
∫
Γ̄2

b·(−l)
,

where Γ̄2 denotes Γ2 with flipped orientation. So, the interpretation of the
Wilson loop is clear: it corresponds to creating a pair consisting of an anyon
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Chapter 2. Anyons and topological order

defined by the charge vector l and its anti-anyon (defined by −l), and mov-
ing the anyon along Γ1 and the anti-anyon along Γ̄2 until they meet and
annihilate.

All topological interactions are generated by taking two different anyon,
anti-anyon pairs, braiding the anyons once and annihilating them again. This
is the statistical angle

eiθl,l′ ≡ ei2πlK
−1l′ ∝ 〈WΓ,lWΓ′,l′〉 ,

where the curve Γ and Γ′ are curves corresponding to the above process, i.e.,
the linking number between Γ and Γ′ is one.

Since the theory is quadratic, all correlators can be calculated directly, so
let us do that.

Since there is no path-ordering in the Wilson loops (2.14), we can write

〈WΓ1,l1WΓ2,l2WΓ3,l3 · · ·〉 ∝
∫

D [b] eiS[b]+i
∑

i l
Tb∧P(Γi) ,

where P denotes Poincare dual (see definition 4 in the appendix B). Since Γi

is closed we can write P(Γi) = −dP(Si), where Si is a surface with Γi as its
boundary. We can write the equations of motion as

b = 2π
∑
i

K−1liP(Si) + dλ , (2.15)

where λ is an arbitrary function. Plugging this expression for b into the
action gives

〈WΓ1,l1WΓ2,l2WΓ3,l3 · · ·〉 ∝
∏
i<j

ei2πliK
−1lj

∫ P(Si)∧P(Γj) ,

where the proportionality refers to single-particle effects, i.e., self-interactions
that without regularization are not defined. The integral

∫ P(Si) ∧ P(Γj)
gives the linking number (see example 7 in appendix B), which is half the
number of transpositions of particle i and j, so the correlators are defined by
how the particles have braided and the statistical angles.

The matrix K clearly specifies the theory, but does it provide only necessary
information? If we do a change of functional variables

b→ Gb ; G ∈GLN(Z) ,
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2.3. Abelian Chern-Simons theory

where GLN(Z) is the group of N × N integer matrices with integer matrix
inverses, the matrix K changes as

K→ GKGT .

So, we do not need to specify K completely, but rather only the equivalence
class [K] under the equivalence reaction K ∼ GKGT , where G ∈ GLN(Z).
But this is still more than the necessary information. If we take a matrix
G ∈ GLM(Z), by definition G−1 is also an integer matrix and therefore

ei2πl
TG−1l′ = ei2πp = 1 ; p ∈Z .

If we add M new fields b̃I and a term

S̃ =
1

4π

∫
b̃T ∧ Gdb̃ ,

no statistical angles will be changed and it is thus the same topological order.
Hence, we can conclude that the field theory is defined by matrices K under
the equivalence relation that says K ∼ L if there exist matrices G ∈ GLN(Z)
and H ∈ GLM(Z) such that

K = G

(
L 0
0 H

)
GT . (2.16)

As we said, the CS action cannot be quantized to a unitary theory without
gauge invariance. But the theory is not invariant if put on a manifold M
with a boundary ∂M. If we perform a gauge transformation

b→ b+ dλ ,

we get S → S + δS with

δS =

∫
∂M

λTKdb .

One way out is to see what happens if one allows for non-gauge invariance on
the edge. As opposed to the large gauge transformations one (almost) gets a
well-defined unitary theory. One gets the chiral Luttinger liquid theory, see
e.g., the references [19–21],
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Chapter 2. Anyons and topological order

Sedge =
1

4π

∫
dt dx

[
∂tφ

TK∂xφ− ∂xφ
TV∂xφ

]
,

where the term defined by the matrix V is added as a regulator and is not
universal—it is set by edge effects. The first term is however universal and
is defined by the bulk up to the equivalence relation (2.16).

One can of course add different local terms on the edge which would change
the edge physics. But there are some properties that one cannot get rid of.
The situation is more complicated when K has mixed signs of its eigenvalues,
so let us consider the simplest example, when the matrix K is chiral (e.g.,
all eigenvalues have the same sign). Then there is no way to gap out all the
edge modes without breaking the U(1) symmetries connected to the gauge
invariance of the variables b. If K has the minimal dimension to represent
a certain topological order, then all gauge invariances are needed for the
theory to be unitary and thus consistent. This is a first example of a bulk-
edge correspondence; knowing the bulk topological order we can in some
cases say with certainty that there will be, at least, a certain number of
chiral edge modes!
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Response theory and symmetry
protected topological phases

The TO phases, discussed in the last chapter, are the fundamental zero-
temperature phases—if you allow for arbitrary changes of your system (i.e.,
the Hamiltonian), you can continuously interpolate between all other phases.
But this is a too restrictive view and would make us miss important phase
differences, as between solids and liquids. In many situations there are sym-
metries that all physically realizable perturbations, at least on long length
scales, uphold. In those situations it is natural to consider what the possible
phases are if we restrict ourselves to systems with a certain symmetry, i.e.,
symmetry protected phases.

The mere fact that we, if we break the symmetry, can continuously inter-
polate between the different symmetry protected phases means that there
cannot, as in TO, be an interplay between non-local and local degrees of
freedom. Rather, there has to be a short-range entangled mechanism. We
should say that we do not restrict our selves to studying the states with triv-
ial TO order. We will also naturally encounter notable symmetry enriched
phases namely fractional quantum Hall states.

The mechanism for SPT phases will involve long length scales (i.e., much
longer than the correlation length), but now we will not only consider topo-
logical interaction between particles; we will also look at the response to
external structures.

We will start by understanding what SPT phases are and focus on the
perhaps most interesting (at least the most well studied) setting, namely
U(1) protected SPT phases in two spatial dimensions. Their hallmark is the
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Chapter 3. Response theory and SPT phases

quantized Hall effect, and in the next section we will understand why the
Hall conductance is quantized directly from microscopics.

Then we move on to a coarse-grained picture and use field-theoretic tools.
This is useful as an introduction to the ideas behind paper 3. There we use
the notion of functional bosonization, which is a way to get a minimal theory
which realizes a phase with a certain (in this case) U(1) response in terms
of a theory field which describes the conserved charge i.e., a hydrodynamic
theory. This idea was coined in ref. [22] which in turn was inspired by early
hydrodynamic approaches, most notably ref. [23].

We will not repeat the discussion in paper 3, but instead discuss a nice
application where one sees that the presence of TO can solve an apparent
gauge non-invariance (i.e., that the U(1) charge is not conserved) which is
present for fractional Hall conductances (what that is will become clear in
the next section). This will also lead us to a previously unpublished result
concerning how the field, which in functional bosonization usually is denoted
by b, is normalized.

Finally, we move on to the interplay between the U(1) symmetry and an
external geometry. We will also generalize and no longer think of the U(1)
charge as the ordinary electromagnetic charge; in section 3.3 the U(1) charge
under consideration will instead be electromagnetic flux. This sets the scene
for aspects of both paper 4 and 5, as well as the coming chapter.

3.1. The quantization of the Hall conductance

In this section we shall explain why the Hall conductance is quantized in 2d
for gapped system at temperatures kBT � Δ. This is a most important
fact: a quantized value cannot change continuously, so there has to be a
phase transition between systems with different Hall conductances. Thus,
the quantized value is a distinguishing feature of the different 2d U(1) SPT
phases.

Let us begin with a very famous experimental motivation. In figure 3.1
you can see a schematic experimental setting, as well as data from the orig-
inal experiment performed by von Klitzing et. al., presented in ref. [24].
The quantum Hall effect is realized in a two-dimensional electron gas, and
the setup is configured such that the chemical potential of the gas increases
monotonically with Vg (see figure 3.1). The experiment is performed at a tem-
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Figure 3.1.: Data from the original paper [24] with a set-up that schematically as depicted
above. The chemical potential in the two dimensional electron gas increases
monotonically with Vg and constant current is driven through the system.
Figure by S. Holst.

perature of 1.5K and a magnetic field of 18T. A constant current I = 1 μA
is driven through the system and the perpendicular voltage UH is measured.
There are clear plateaus where the conductivity is constant, and on a closer
inspection they can be seen to be integer multiples of the same constant,
up to relative errors of the order � 10−8. Now, let us make sense of this
experiment, as well as get some useful theoretical insights that we will need
later. The argument given here is bases on the work in ref. [25] which for the
IQHE is gives the argument in the same generality as here though phrased
in a less modern language. (The generalization to also the FQHE, which we
do here, is very straight forward.) There are however many important earlier
contributions that lay the ground work for the understanding, most notably
the references [26–29].

We will assume that the Hall conductance is a well defined material prop-
erty that only depend on macroscopic parameters, e.g., the density of impuri-
ties, the magnetic flux density etc. The Hall conductance is then independent
of boundary conditions and we can assume that the geometry under consid-
eration is a rectangle with periodic boundary conditions (i.e., a torus). We
can also, in any way we like, change any parameters that locally cannot be
detected, since by assumption this cannot alter the conductance. Note that
even though the assumption made is powerful it is a very weak one; it only as-
serts that the materials under consideration have a well defined conductance
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in the first place.
With that said, we now consider a system which has an energy spectrum,

on the torus, that has a gap Δ
 kBT above an N -dimensional subspace of
degenerate states (up to splittings that vanish in the thermodynamic limit).
We will also imagine having magnetic fluxes through the torus as illustrated
in figure 3.2. Our previous assumption implies that for large systems, the
conductance will not depend on these fluxes, and will also equal that for a
physical Hall bar.

Let us begin by choosing a coordinate system for our torus, as depicted
in figure 3.2. Inserting an arbitrary flux through any of the holes does not
change the conductance, but it does change the Hamiltonian. However, for
the special case of inserting a 2π flux, the resulting Hamiltonian is identical
to the one where there is no flux. The Hamiltonian thus depends on the
parameters φx/y, which are defined on a space where the points (φx, φy)
and (φx + 2πnx, φy + 2πny) are identified. Put differently, the parameter
space T 2

φ = {(φx, φy)} is a torus, which we will refer to as the flux torus, to
distinguish it from the physical space which, because of the periodic boundary
conditions, is also a torus.

The idea now is to consider mappings from the parameter space into the
space of ground state wave functions. Such maps are characterized by an
integer ch1, called the first Chern number. The proper mathematical setting
for this concept is the theory of fibre bundles. More precisely, the degenerate
ground state wave functions form a complex vector bundle over the parameter
space T 2

φ (see appendix C).
The basic result is that the Hall conductance σH , which we will define

below, is given by the formula

σH =
ch1

N
, (3.1)

where N is the number of degenerate ground states. We are now ready for
the actual calculation.

Let us first choose the gauge potential

A = Ã+
φx

Lx

dx+
φy

Ly

dy (3.2)

where the integral of Ã along any of the non-contractible loops on the torus is
zero. Changing φx/y → φx/y+2π would return the same physical Hamiltonian
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but in a different gauge, so φx/y is used not only to label the fluxes through
the holes but also to set the gauge choice.

Now, assume that we have a monotonically increasing φy(t) such that in
time τ , a full unit of flux is inserted in the hole, i.e., φy(τ) = φy(0) + 2π.
According to Faraday’s law, this generates an electromotive force VΓy ,

VΓy =
1

2π

∫
Γy

E =
∂φy

∂t
. (3.3)

(For convenience, we have included a factor of 2π the definition of the elec-
tromotive force). Here, Γy is any of the non-contractible loops encircling the
flux φy once, and E is the electric field one-form, (see example 16 in appendix
B). The conductance is defined in the limit of vanishing electric field, so we
should assume τ → ∞. Since there is an energy gap to all excited states,
the time dependence of our quantum state is given by the adiabatic theorem,
stating that the state will remain in an instantaneous ground state of the
Hamiltonian. Let us now choose an orthonormal basis,

{|(φx, φy);α〉}α=1,...N

∣∣∣
φy=0

, (3.4)

for the ground state manifold of the Hamiltonian at φy = φy(0) = 0, which
is taken as a smooth function of φx. Under the adiabatic time evolution
U(t) ≡ U(φy) (recall that φy(t) is monotonic) this evolves into,

|(φx, φy);α〉 = U(φy) |(φx, 0);α〉 .

Now we are ready to calculate the current. With no loss of generality we
shall take the curve Γy to be a straight line in the x-direction and get

IΓy =
〈
ψ
∣∣ �−1 (∂φxH)

∣∣ψ〉 ,

where we used the definition of the current density operator jx(X) = ∂H/∂Ax =
∂H/∂φx, and (3.2). We can without loss of generality assume that we start
out in the state |(φx, φy); 1〉, which gives us

IΓy(φy) =
〈
(φx, φy); 1

∣∣ �−1 (∂φxH)
∣∣ (φx, φy); 1

〉
. (3.5)

Using the Schrödinger equation we know that acting with i�∂φy

∂t
∂φy instead

of the Hamiltonain yields the same result. This fact together with repeated
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use of Leibniz rule and the definition E0 = 〈(φx, φy); 1 |H | (φx, φy); 1〉 results
in

IΓy(φy) = �
−1∂φxE0 + i

∂φy

∂t
εij∂φi

〈(φx, φy); 1| ∂φj
|(φx, φy); 1〉 . (3.6)

If we integrate over the fluxtorus to get the average current, the first term
vanishes since E0(φx, φy) = E0(φx+2π, φy). Up to the factor ∂φy

∂t
, the second

term equals a term in the trace of the Berry field strength corresponding to
the state |(φx, φy); 1〉 (see equation (C.4) in appendix C).

Now, we argue that the result is the same if we take the average after we
have repeated the above calculation with all (i.e., α = 1, 2, . . . ) of the ground
states as initial states. To see this let us to begin with assume that there are
two ground states, and compare their conductivity in some bounded region.
(This can in principle can be measured by a local probe.) One possibility
is that the conductivity is in fact the same in the two states, and then the
conductance trivially equals the average of the conductances of the two states.
The other possibility is that there is a region where the conductivities do
differ, which means that there are local operators with different expectation
values in the two states. Now think of adding such terms to the Hamiltonian
in some region. This will break the degeneracy, and result in a unique ground
state. If we now calculate the conductance using a loop Γ far away from the
region where the Hamiltonian was changed, we will again arrive at (3.1), for
each one of the states separately, but with N = 1. In this case, the total
conductivity will just be the sum of the two contributions. In both cases we
can thus replace the second term in (3.6) with the average Tr (F) /N , to get

ĪΓy =
1

2πτ

∫ 2π

0

∫ τ

0

dφxdt IΓy(φy, t) =
1

τN

∫
T 2
φ

Tr (F)
2π

=
1

τN
ch1 .

We get the average electromotive force, V̄Γy , directly from (3.3) and it equals
τ−1, so we finally get,

σH =
Īx
V̄Γy

=
ch1

N
, (3.7)

which concludes the proof of (3.1).
Note that this proof only relied on the conservation of charge and that we

were in a ground state of a gapped1 Hamiltonian, i.e., Δ
 kBT . Since the
1A gap to all states is actually not needed. To be more precise, we need a gap to all
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Figure 3.2.: Flux through the holes of the torus and an example of a curve Γ which encircle
the flux Φy. Figure by S. Holst.

ground state degeneracy cannot vary without leaving this physical domain,
each value of the conductivity corresponds to a phase of matter! These phases
of matter are exactly the SPT phases we have talked about. We will now
move on and see how we can repruduce this using a coarse-grained picture.

3.2. U(1) response theory

Our starting point is the partition functional, which in path integral notation
can be written as

Z[Aext] =

∫
D[φ]eiS[φ,Aext] .

It encodes all information about current correlation functions in the presence
of a background field Aext: the connected correlation functions are given by

〈J (X1)J (X2) · · ·〉con =
δ

δAext(X1)

δ

δAext(X2)
W [Aext

μ ] ,

exitations that can transport current. In a real quantum Hall system there is generically
both charged excitations that are local and gapless excitations that cannot transport
charge.
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where W [Aext] = −i logZ[Aext] and δ
δAext(X1)

is the functional derivative, see
definition 3 in appendix B. We are not interested in the exact microscopic
currents but in coarse-grained quantities, e.g., ρ̄(X) = 1

V ol(NX)

∫
NX

d2x ρ(X)
where NX is some neighbourhood around X. This is equivalent to keep-
ing only the terms with the lowest number of derivatives in the functional
W [Aext].

At the same time, we are only interested in the response for small changes
away from some fixed background Ab.g., meaning we can keep only the terms
of the lowest powers in the fields. With that said, let us first consider the
most important term for trivial insulators, i.e., the one with lowest num-
ber of derivatives and powers of the external fields. In ordinary insulators,
the lowest order terms are quadratic in the electric and the magnetic fields.
These terms, which we will refer to as Maxwell terms, are the terms with the
lowest number of derivatives, which are quadratic in the fields (and thus give
linear response), and is invariant under rotations, reflections (parity) and
time reversal. Thus, they describe the response of a large class of isotropic
materials to weak and slowly varying electromagnetic fields. If we, however,
have a chiral system in 2d, there is one more term relevant at even longer
length scales—the Chern-Simons term, which encodes the Hall conductivity.
The Hall conductivity σH is defined by the relation

J sp =
σH

2π
E , (3.8)

where J sp is the spatial current form, see the definition 15 in appendix B.
Combining this with the source-free Maxwell law, 0 = dF = dB + dt ∧ dE ,
and current conservation 0 = dJ = d�+ dt ∧ dJ sp, we get

J =
σH

2π
F . (3.9)

(This is assuming that we start out with zero charge at time t→ −∞.)
Written in this way, it should be obviouse why the Hall conductivity is

special. It contains no metric information—it just enforces a proportionality
between two two-forms. Without any other geometric structure, this is the
only relation we can have between the current form and the electromagnetic
field tensor. If we assume that averages on long enough scales are independent
of the metric, this relation has to hold, or to be more precise∫

S

J =
σH

2π

∫
S

F (3.10)
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for large enough surfaces S.
Note that if σH is a constant, current conservation is ensured directly by

Maxwells source-free law. But, if it is not, we do not have current con-
servation for a general external field, so from current conservation we can
conclude that σH has to be a constant for (3.9) to be consistent. It can thus
neither vary spatially, nor can it vary temporally by adiabatically changing
our system.

By integration of the relation (3.9), we get the Chern-Simons response
term:

WCS[A
ext] =

σH

4π

∫
Aext ∧ dAext . (3.11)

As opposed to the Maxwell terms, this functional violates both time rever-
sal, and parity symmetry. We thus conclude that in a system where these
symmetries are present, the Hall conductance is zero.

What is even more important to is that (3.11) is not written in terms
of field strengths only, so one might worry that it is not gauge invariant,
which would imply that the U(1) current is not conserved. Under the gauge
transformation

Aext → Aext + dλ (3.12)

we get the variation

δWCS =
σH

2π

∫
M

dλ ∧ dAext =
σH

2π

∫
∂M

λdAext , (3.13)

where ∂M is the boundary of the pertinent space-time M. So, if we have
a system that reaches out to infinity we can think of it as a three-sphere
an there is no problem with gauge invariance (below we will discuss what
happens at the boundary).

The important thing to notice here is that this gauge invariance does only
hold since the parameter σH is constant both in space and time, which means
that for a gapped energy spectrum it cannot vary across the system, neither
can it vary with time as we adiabatically change any microscopic parameters
defining our system. The only way to change it is to either close the gap or
break the U(1) symmetry. So, by definition, each value of σH corresponds to
a specific U(1) protected phase of matter.
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In case of a boundary, we no longer have gauge invariance. This means
that a system with the properties that we described, i.e., a gap to charge
excitations and a non-zero Hall conductance, cannot have a boundary. The
outcome is that if you have a system that on closed surfaces are gapped and
have the Chern-Simons response, then there will automatically be gapless
anomalous edge modes with an anomaly that will precisely cancel the gauge
invariance from the Chern-Simons term. This could actually be taken as the
defining feature for a SPT phase i.e., that there is some anomalues response
in the bulk that only can be consistent by the addition of an also anomalous
edge, see ref. [30].

Even without edges, there is also another gauge non-invariance present
if σH is not an integer. To see this, let us assume that we have boundary
conditions such that we start at t = −∞ with zero external field, and also
end up at t = +∞ with zero external field. In that case we can view the time
direction as being closed (not assuming this would produce the same kind of
non-gauge invariance as if we had open boundary conditions). We assume
the spatial space to be a torus and let

Aext =
φ(t)

Ly

dy ,

where y is one of the circumference directions on the torus and Ly is the
circumference in that direction; φ(−∞) = 0 and φ(+∞) = 2π. This is
compatible with our boundary conditions: remember that, by the gauge
transformation Aext → Aext +ie2πiy/Lyde−2πiy/Ly ,

Aext =
2π

Ly

dy

is equivalent to Aext ≡ 0. Let us now assume that field configuration and see
what happens to the partition functional when we do the gauge transforma-
tion

A→ A+ ie2πix/Lxde−2πix/Lx . (3.14)

We get ∫
Aext ∧ dAext →

∫
Aext ∧ dAext + (2π)2

which corresponds to the change

Z[Aext]→ Z[Aext]e2πiσH , (3.15)
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of the partition functional Z = exp iWCS. We can thus conclude that putting
our system on a torus is not compatible with σH not being an integer. The
solution to the problem is the assumption that there is a gap to a unique
ground state. We will see that if we put our system on a torus, there has to
be degenerate ground states.

Functional bosonization

We have seen that the Chern-Simons term tells us things about what will
happen to our system when we put the system on different geometries. Is
there a way to go backwards and get a model system which is compatible
with having a Chern-Simons response?

The starting point to answer this is to consider the gauge invariance of
the response functional. The response functional is invariant under gauge
transformations, so we have the equality

Z[Aext] = Z[Aext + a] ,

if a is restricted such that all Wilson loops ei
∫
Γ a are unity. So, we can write

Z[Aext] ∝
∫
D[a]res.Z[Aext + a] ,

where the integral is taken over such restricted one-forms a. The idea is now
to insert a delta functional, which ensures this restriction, and let the integral
over a be free. Let us see if the functional∫

D[Fb]ce
i
2π

∫
a∧Fb (3.16)

does the trick. Here, the subscript c denote that the integral runs over all
closed forms Fb. The factor 1/2π is for convenience, as will become clear in a
moment. Since the integral is over all closed forms, it also runs over all exact
forms Fb = db, so let us first see what the integral would give if the domain
was solely over the exact forms. We would have∫

D[b]e i
2π

∫
a∧db =

∫
D[b]e i

2π

∫
da∧b = δ(da) ,

which would be enough to ensure that all Wilson loops are zero (if it where
not for non-contractible loops).
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Chapter 3. Response theory and SPT phases

Let us now consider a different restriction of the domain of the integral
(3.16), namely when Fb = λP(Γ), where Γ is some closed non-contractible
loop and λ is a real number. Then we would get∫

dλe
iλ
2π

∫
a∧P(Γ) =

∫
dλe

iλ
2π

∫
Γ a ∝ δ

(∫
Γ

a

)
.

But this is too restrictive! The requirement should be that the Wilson loops,
ei

∫
Γ a, equals unity, and we should have the delta function

∑
n

δ

(∫
Γ

a− 2πn

)
.

This is what we would get if the integral over λ were replaced with a sum
over the domain λ ∈ 2πZ, which is implied by∫

S

Fb = 2πn . (3.17)

This is just the Dirac quantization condition, i.e., that
∫
S
Fb could be inter-

preted as a Chern number for a U(1) connection. So, the integral we are
after is ∫

D[b]e i
2π

∫
a∧db ,

where b should be thought of as a U(1) connection.
Note that if we would have had a different coefficient than 1/2π, in 3.16,

then we would have gotten a different condition in (3.17) and thus not the
convention for normalization of U(1) connections used in this thesis. So,
with this interlude we realize that the partition function can be written on
the form

Z[Aext] =

∫
D[a]D[b]Z[Aext + a]e

i
2π

∫
a∧db ,

where b is a U(1) connection. Now we shift the integration variable, a →
a − Aext, and assume that Z[Aext] = eiWCS [A

ext]. If we then integrate out a,
we get

Z[Aext] =

∫
D[b]e i

4πσH

∫
b∧db+Aext∧db

. (3.18)

As we said, the Chern-Simons action is only valid at on a boundary-less man-
ifold that has trivial fundamental group. Hence, there is no reason that the
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3.3. The Wen-Zee term and chiral superconductors

above procedure should work in a more general setting. But if we remember
our discussion concerning CS theory from the last chapter, we realize that
the partition functional (3.18) is for an arbitrary geometry a well-defined
functional integral in the variables b, if we take σ−1H = m ∈ Z. So we have
managed to get a hydrodynamic theory which have the correct U(1) response.

With this excursion into the relation between Chern-Simons theory and
Hall conductance, let us consider the more general case of a Chern-Simons
theory with some preserved U(1) charge. With a metric, we can write down
many terms that couple gauge fields b to the external gauge field A, but if
we are interested in the coarse-grained response of very smooth fields, we are
left with only the minimal coupling defined by a vector t:

S[Aext] =
1

4π

∫
bT ∧ Kdb+

1

2π
Aext ∧ tTdb .

Using similar arguments as before we realize that the partition function

Z[Aext] =

∫
D [b] eiS[A

ext] ,

will only be gauge invariant under large gauge transformations if t is an
integer vector. We can integrate out the b fields in the same way as we did
in the last chapter, and then identify

σH = tTK−1t .

We can also get the charge of the excitations. If we take a particle around
a loop Γ, that do not encircle any anyon, the Berry phase divided by the
electromagnetic flux through the loop defines the charge:

Ql = tTK−1l .

Here, Ql is the charge of a particle of type l.

3.3. The Wen-Zee term and chiral
superconductors

There is always at least one more long-range structure apart from the external
U(1) field, namely geometry. Let us study how the partition function depends
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on the geometry of our surface in question:

Z [Aext, h
]
= exp

(
iW [Aext

μ , h]
)
.

Here, h denotes the spatial (possibly time dependent) metric.

Figure 3.3.: A schematic illustration of the
geo-Meissner effect. This is the
relevant 3d picture if the London
length is short compared thick-
ness of the sheet. By S. Holst.

It has been shown in ref. [31] that
the coarse-grained version of this re-
sponse is the so-called Wen-Zee term
(discoverd in ref. [32])

WWZ [A
ext, ω] =

κ

2π

∫
ω ∧ dAext ,

where ω is a potential for the Gauss
curvature K, dω = �hK (and thus is
defined by h). When discussing su-
perconductors, which are flux insula-
tors, we will refer to this response as
the geo-Messiner effect. Since then
this term will assert that there will

be a spontanouse magnetic field in the presence of curvature, see figure 3.3.
But now when we discuss charge insulators it gives rise to a shift in the
relation between the total charge and the total flux,

NQ = νNφ + κχ ; χ ≡ 1

2π

∫
S

dω . (3.19)

Note that, just as the Chern-Simons term, the Wen-Zee term specifies a
specific orientation given by the sign of κ, so it can only be present if there
is a preferred orientation—given by, e.g., an external magnetic field or by
spontaneous symmetry breaking.

This physics can, again, be captured by a minimal coupling of a Chern-
Simons theory to the spin connection,

S[Aext, h] =
1

4π

∫
bT ∧Kdb+

1

2π
Aext ∧ tTdb+

1

2π
ω ∧ sTdb .

Integrating out the b-fields we can read of the κ parameter from equation on
top of the page,

κ = sTK−1s .
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difficult to measure than the ordinary charge Hall effect, but it would still be
theoretically interesting if it was present. However, it seems unlikely, though,
that there is a system which has non-trivial flux Hall coefficient.

We will instead focus on the Wen-Zee term, which in the quantum Hall
context mostly is of pure theoretical interest, but could actually be measured
directly and should generically be present in chiral SC’s. The reason is that
the analog of the equation (3.19) is:

Nφ =
κ

2
χ , (3.21)

where again Nφ is magnetic flux (measured in units of 2π) and χ is the Euler
charactersitic, i.e., the total curvature measured in units of 2π. This means,
that through any curved region of a surface, there will be a spontaneous
magnetic flux proportional to the total curvature of that region. This is a
shift from zero, which means that it should be very easy to distinguish having
this property from not having this property!

Already the notion of a chiral SC maybe seems like a quite exotic phase
and this analysis is made for pure 2d systems with 2+1D electromagnetism.
Because of this you might think that the analysis is purely of theoretical
interest; just to discuss what phases that in principle are possible. But let is
at least have a look at the experimental situation.

For the presence of a geo-Meissner effect it does not matter if the pairing is
odd (as e.g., p-wave) or even, (e.g., d-wave) but it does make a big difference
when it comes to the TO which we will discuss in the next chapter. (The
odd chiral paired states support non-Abelian TO while the even ones support
Abelian TO, see references [33, 34].) Evidence for odd chiral pairing has
been seen in many materials such as UPt3 (see ref. [35]) Li2Pt3B (see ref.
[36]), etc. The most well studied is however Sr2RuO4 (see ref. [37] for a
summary of experiments done one Sr2RuO4). There are also many candidate
materials with even chiral pairing such as SrPtAs (see references [38, 39]),
doped graphene (see references [40–42]), NaxCoO·yH2O [43] etc..

In all those materials electromagnetism is of course 3d and even though
there are ideas how make electromagnetism 2d (see e.g., [44]) it is not needed.
Considering the case of a 3d SC, we still have a gap to flux excitations, and
flux will still be conserved, although it is string-like rather than point-like.
And, if the 3d SC is layered, that is if the system consists of two-dimensional
layers, see figure 3.4, it could still be the case that there is a well-defined
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3.3. The Wen-Zee term and chiral superconductors

response to the two-dimensional geometry of the layers and the Wen-Zee
term generalizes directly, but the flux current now corresponds to a current of
strings and bext is a two-form gauge field. The promising fact is that almost all
but one of the mentioned chiral SC candidates are strongly layered materials
in the sense that the mechanism responsible for the superconductivity seem
to take place in two-dimensional layers. This makes the possibility for a
non-trivial geo-Meissner effect most probable.

As a side note. The evidence of chiral superconductivity for all these the
mentioned materials is only indirect. The superconducting phase break time-
reversal invariance spontaneously and it is only this spontaneus breaking of
time-reversal invariance that one has tried to detect2. Here there is possilbly
a practical application for the geo-Meissner effect. The spontaneus breaking
of time-reversal invariance could of course come from other mechanisms than
chiral superconductivity. But the geo-Meissner effect can only occure in chiral
superconductors. Flexing a material such that it 2d curves should in principle
be possible with available experimental techniques. The only problem is if
one can accomplishe a big enough curvature. What is promising is, as we
already said, is that the magnetic field would be measured relative to zero.
The most sensitive techniques can, when averaging over long times, measur
fields in the order of ∼ aT (see e.g., ref. [47]). This should be compared to
∼ μT which one get as the maximum geo-Meissner field from a back of the
envelope caluclation if one assumes a maximum bond stretching of 1% and
a London length, λL = 1 μm. (The field grows inversly proportional to λ2

L

and 1 μm is roughly the maximum known penetration depth of any SC; for a
chiral superconductor with shorter penetration depth the geo-Meissner field
could possibly be even bigger.)

2For Sr2RuO4 there is also experiments to detect the presence of half-quantum vortices
(see e.g., [45]) but these are not conclusive, see ref. [46].
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Chapter 4.

Topological geometric response
and topological order of super
conductors

Different aspects of topological properties of SC’s is the topic of the papers
2, 4 and 5. This prominent appearance of superconductivity in this thesis
should not come as a surprise. Superconductivity is such a common low-
temperature phase of matter that it was discovered, by Heike Kamerlingh
Onnes in 1911, almost immediatly after he invented the helium-temperature
cryostate. The type of SC discovered then was the fully gapped s-wave SC,
which is one of the simplest examples of TO, see references [48, 49]. In such
3d SC’s, the string-like vortex excitations and the BdG particles interact
topologically; a Berry phase of −1 is generated every time a BdG particle
encircles a vortex.

We will not study the 3d SC, but instead the 2d version, where the vortices
are point particles. For the s-wave case this might seem like an unnecessary
theoretical exercise, but the relevance will become clear when we discuss the
chiral superconductors.

In paper 2 we continue the work from ref. [50] and model a chiral p-wave
SC as an s-wave SC, but coupled to a fermion with Majorino modes! This
mode changes the TO completely and, as we will see, the TO becomes the
Ising TO discussed in chapter 2. This work was done to view the p-wave
SC in a new light, but also to solve a puzzle: what happens to the four
degenerate ground states of the s-wave SC when a Majorino is added; how
does one disappear?
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In the s-wave case there are four anyons: the trivial, the vortex, the BdG
particle and the fusion of the two. While in the chiral p-wave SC, the fusion
of a vortex and a BdG particle does not produce an additional anyon. This
can, as shown later in this chapter, be seen directly from an adiabatic study
of the BdG wave functions. But how does it manifest itself in the path-
integral? In paper 2 we explicitly show how the Majorino blocks one of the
ground states.

We will begin by studying a bosonic theory which should be thought of
as a theory for the Cooper pairs in a SC. In doing this we will also use the
opportunity to take a closer look at the subject of paper 5. We will study
the geometric response of the bosonic sector of a chiral p-wave SC and derive
the Wen-Zee term.

Then, we move on to investigate the fermionic sector in a simple model of
spinless fermions in the mean-field BdG picture. Here we will see how one
can determine the topological order by an adiabatic argument. We end this
chapter by introducing the Majorino conundrum from paper 4 and 5 and
discuss its solution.

4.1. A superconducting bosonic model

In this section we will consider a charged bosonic model which should be
thought of as describing the Cooper pair field. We will take a somewhat more
microscopic view point than in the last parts of the previous chapter, but we
will still look at a phenomenological fluid model with the same symmetries
as the underlying geometry. We would expect this to be a correct effective
theory at long distances. In any case, what we are interested in are the
topological properties that do not depend on any microscopic details—we
want to understand how the topological properties can emerge.

This first section is mostly a warm up for the later sections, where these
results will be used. It will give some of the technical background to the
emergence of the topological field theories and response theories that will be
used in later sections.

The starting point is a charge-two scalar bosonic field Φ, coupled to elec-
tromagnetism. (Below we will also study the situations where the Cooper
pairs also have some internal motion and the bosonic field is vector valued.)
As before, we assume a universal time direction and use h to denote the, pos-
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4.1. A superconducting bosonic model

sibly time-dependent, spatial 2d metric. In this section we will also make use
of space-time metrics. The usual Lorentz space-time metric will be denoted
gc = −c2dt⊗ dt+ h (c is the speed of light). The theory is described by the
action

S =

∫
dt∧

(
�hΦ

†(∂t + i2At)Φ− 1

2m
Φ†(d− i2A) �h (d+ i2A)Φ

)
+V (|Φ|)

+
1

2μ0

∫
dA ∧ �cdA ,

where V (|Φ|) is a potential which will remain unspecified at the moment and
�h and �c are the Hodge duals defined by the metrics h and gc respectively. We
assume that V (|φ|) has a form which ensures mean-field solutions Φ =

√
ρ̄ξ,

where ρ̄ is a real constant and ξ is a singular phase which encodes vortices. In
other words, ξ winds clockwise around each vortex and anti-clockwise around
each anti-vortex. The integral ∫

Γ

ξ∗dξ

is the change of the phase of ξ along the curve Γ, and when Γ is a closed
curve

1

2πi

∫
Γ

ξ∗dξ = Nvor. ,

where Nvor. denotes the number of vortex world-lines, minus the number of
anti-vortex world-lines encircled by Γ. Using Stokes theorem we can thus
conclude that

1

2πi

∫
S

dξ∗dξ = Nvor. ,

where S is a surface with Γ as its boundary. So, the above integral gives the
number of vortices on a spatial surface, or the number of vortices passing
through a non-spatial surface, i.e., the vortex current two-form is

Jvor. =
1

2πi
dξ∗dξ . (4.1)

We expand around the mean-field solution and write

Φ =

(√
ρ̄+

δρ

2
√
ρ̄

)
ξeiφ .
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Keeping terms to second order in δρ and integrating out δρ, results in

S =

∫
1

2μ0

�c dA ∧ dA+
vk

4c

(
1

v2
�c (∂tφ+ 2At + iξ∗∂tξ)

2

− cdt ∧ (dφ+ 2A+ iξ∗dξ) ∧ �h(dφ+ 2A+ iξ∗dξ)

)
,

where k and v are constants defined by m and the potential V (|φ|). To
linearize this action we now introduce a Hubbard-Stratonovich two-form field
J and we get

S =

∫
J ∧ (dφ+ 2A+ iξ∗dξ) +

1

k
J ∧ �vJ +

1

2μ0

�c dA ∧ dA , (4.2)

where �v is the Hodge dual defined by the metric gv = −v2dt ⊗ dt + h.
Integrating out φ reveals that J is a conserved current, dJ = 0, so we can
write J = db/2π and we end up with

S =

∫
1

k
�v db ∧ db+

1

2μ0

�c dA ∧ dA+
1

π
A ∧ db+ b ∧ Jvor. .

The source-free equations of motion are

d �v d �c dA−
√
μ0k

4π2
dA = 0

d �c d �v db−
√
μ0k

4π2
db = 0 ,

so there is a gapped spectrum. We thus have a well-defined topological limit
given by the terms in the action 4.2 that do not depend on any metric:

S =

∫
1

π
A ∧ db+ b ∧ Jvor. . (4.3)

Let us now see how this changes for a chiral SC with the chiral p-wave SC
as an example. Now, we no longer have a scalar order parameter, but

Φ =

Φe1+ie2︷ ︸︸ ︷√
ρR(x)√
2

ξRe
iφR(x) (e1 + ie2) +

Φe1−ie2︷ ︸︸ ︷√
ρL(x)√
2

ξLe
iφL(x) (e1 − ie2) ,
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where e1 and e2 are spatial unit co-vectors, i.e., h = e1⊗ e1 + e2⊗ e2. There
are two independent kinds of vortices since ξL and ξR both can wind. We
will assume that there is a mean-field solution with

ρR = ρ̄ ; ρL = 0 . (4.4)

We will do as before and expand around this mean-field solution. The fluc-
tuation in ρL will not contribute to lowest order, so it will be ignored, and
we write

Φ =
1√
2

(√
ρ̄+

δρ

2
√
ρ̄

)
eiφξ (e1 + ie2) .

Now, since Φ is not scalar there are several choices for the Laplace operator
that all preserve the symmetry of h, but they all give the same result to
lowest order in the curvature and derivatives. The difference from the scalar
case is that we pick up the spin connection when the derivatives act on e1
and e2, and we end up with

S =

∫
J ∧ (dφ+ 2A+ iξ∗dξ + ω) +

1

k
J ∧ �vJ

instead of (4.2), and thus

S =

∫
1

k
�v db ∧ db+

1

2μ0

�c dA ∧ dA+
1

π
(A+ Aext. + ω) ∧ db+ b ∧ Jvor. .

To get the partition functional which generates the electric and flux cur-
rents, we need to introduce background fields Aext. and bext, which couple to
db and dA respectively. Adding those fields and integrating out A and b we
get

− i logZ[Aext, bext, ω] =

1

μ0k

∫
d(Aext. + ω) ∧ �cd �v db

ext +
1

π

∫
(Aext. + ω) ∧ dbext . (4.5)

4.2. Adding fermions to get topological order
Let us the begin with the s-wave case. The bosonic Cooper pair field techni-
cally originates as a Hubbard-Stratonovich field, used to linearize a short-
range attractive interaction between electrons. Considering the simplest
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short-range interaction, namely the contact interaction ∝ ∫
ψ†↑ψ

†
↓ψ↓ψ↑, we

would get a fermionic theory

H =

∫
1

2m

∑
σ

ψ†σ(d �h d− �hμ)ψσ + �hΦ
†ψ↑ψ↓ ,

(and possibly also spin mixing terms) to lowest order. Here ↑ and ↓ denote
different species of fermions, e.g., different spin species. Inserting the mean-
field solution for Φ there will be a gap to all fermion excitations. So, except
that they do carry a conserved quantum number (i.e., the fermion number),
they do not alter the low-energy theory. If a fermion is created and localized
at some point, it cannot decay to vacuum without another fermion coming
close. We only have to keep track of this conserved charge. So, we can model
their behavior by a source term,∫

A ∧ Jq ,

added to the action (4.3). The resulting action describes topological order
with a mutual statistics between the fermion and the vortices: braiding a
fermion and a vortex adds a Berry phase −1. If the fermion would not have
been there, the action would have taken the same form, but it would not
have described topological order. In that case the gauge fields would not
have been normalized according to the conventions in this thesis, since there
would be no excitations corresponding to the Wilson loop

W = ei
∫
Γ A ;

there would only be Wilson loops of the type

W = ei2
∫
Γ A ,

meaning there is no TO.
If one studies the response functional, one would see that the fermion

excitations carry no electric charge; they are perfectly screened by the Cooper
pairs. But the Cooper pairs have charge two and the original electrons had
charge one. So, the Cooper pairs cannot fully screen the interaction with the
vortices. What is left is the minus sign obtained when encircling a vortex.
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At this point one might ask: what about the weak and strong pairing
phase, and type I and type II SC’s? Are they not different phases? For s-
wave superconductors there is no phase transition between these types only
crossovers. The difference between type I and type II SC is that in the first
case vortices attract, and in the second case they repel. But in both cases,
the vortices only have short-range interaction, so it costs a finite amount of
energy to create a vortex, anti-vortex pair and separating them to infinity.
So, they are topological excitations present in the low-energy spectrum.

The difference between the weak and strong pairing phase is analagous,
though the distinguishing feature is whether there is an attractive or a re-
pulsive interaction between the fermions rather than the vortices.

The chiral p-wave SC

We will now see how the Majorino mode emerges. This is described in paper
4, but we will here repeat it in a form that makes it more suitable to calculate
the TO, needed as a background for paper 2, but also to put it in the same
language as the rest of the thesis to make itself-contained.

We will use the simplest possible model and assume only one species of
fermions. We also assume that the boson comes from a Hubbard-Stratonovich
decomposition of some short-range two-body interaction. We take the sim-
plest potential that is a function of only the geodesic distance, i.e., V (X, Y ) =
λ�h d�h dδ

2(X−Y ). (Note that the interaction δ2(X−Y ) is identically zero
for one-species fermions.)

Using integration by parts this can be written as

V̂ = λ

∫
ψ†dψ† ∧ �hψdψ .

Plugging in the ansatz (4.4) from the previous section results in the following
fermionic Hamiltonian:

H =

∫
�hΨ

†
(

h0 Φe1+ie2∂−
Φ∗e1+ie2

∂+ −h∗0

)
Ψ , (4.6)

where Ψ =
(
ψ, ψ†

)T , ∂± = e1μ∂μ ± ie1μ∂μ and the non-interacting part of
the Hamiltonian h0 is yet to be specified.

We are only interested in long-wavelength effects, so we only keep the low-
est order in h0—i.e., a constant h0 ≡ μ. The above Hamiltonian seems to
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be symmetric with respect to changing the sign of μ. However, in case of
a boundary (or singularities i.e., vortices) there is not a unique boundary
condition which makes the Hamiltonian self-adjoint. Specifying this bound-
ary condition breaks the apparent symmetry of changing the sign of μ. This
might seem like a technical point, but since there appears to be some confu-
sion about this in the literature, let us discuss it in some detail.

We use a first-quantized language where the Hamiltonian H is defined by
how it acts on a general single particle state,

i�
∂

∂t

(
u
v

)
= H

(
u
v

)
; |u, v〉 =

∫
�h
(
ψ†, ψ

)
(u, v)T |GS〉 . (4.7)

We get

H =

(
−μ 1

2
√
h
{√hΦe1+ie2 , ∂−}

− 1
2
√
h
{√hΦ∗e1+ie2

, ∂+} μ

)
, (4.8)

when inserting the second-quantized Hamiltonian (4.6) into the definition
(4.7) (here, {·, ·} denotes the anti-commutator). If we have edges or singu-
larities, the geometry is not on its own enough to pick a boundary condition
which makes the Hamiltonian self-adjoint (i.e., the Hamiltonian is not essen-
tially self-adjoint).

If we do not consider a system with some flow, i.e., that fermions exit
at one place and enter at another, we need to consider boundary conditions
where the probability current vanishes locally across the boundary. The most
general local boundary condition for which this Hamiltonian is self-adjoint
reads

n̂μeaμσa

(
Φ∗e1+ie2

u
Φe1+ie2v

)∣∣∣∣
∂S

= s|Φe1+ie2 |
(
u
v

)∣∣∣∣
∂S

, (4.9)

where s is an arbitrary real number, n̂μ is the outward directed normal, and
∂S is the edge of the surface S on which the system is defined.

The first-quantized Hamiltonian satisfies

σxH∗σx = H , (4.10)

which reflects that in first-quantized language, we formally have doubled the
degrees of freedom. This property of the first-quantized Hamiltonian, is re-
quired for ψ† to be the adjoint of ψ, and is thus not a symmetry, but a
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α

πρ(r)

r = R

r

Figure 4.1.: The conical geometry which interpolates between the annulus and the cylinder.
For α = 0 we have an annulus, and for α = π/2 we have a cylinder. R is
the radius of the the cone where it is cut, so for α = 0, r is just the usual
radial coordinate. The radius of the cone at an arbitrary radius is denoted
ρ(r) = (1− cos(α))R+ r cos(α).

consequence of the second-quantized structure. The only boundary condi-
tions consistent with (4.10) are the ones with unit s. Thus, we only have two
choices:

s = ±1 . (4.11)

One way to make sense of these two choices is to consider what would happen
if we added higher derivative terms. If we take the natural single-particle
Hamiltonian, h0 = − �h d �h d/(2M) − μ in (4.6), and take the M → ∞
limit, we will re-obtain the Hamiltonian in (4.8), together with the boundary
condition s = 1. So, higher order terms pick a boundary condition and thus
remove the apparent symmetry of changing the sign of μ.

The Majorino modes

In this section we will demonstrate how the Majorino modes appear. Modes
localized at vortices or boundaries, with an energy smaller than the bulk gap,
are present for generic superconductors, see ref. [51], but for odd chiral su-
perconductors there is one mode that is special: a zero-dimensional, localized
Majorana—the Majorino.

We will study both the vortex and edge Majorinos and the chiral edge
Majorana in one go. For simplicity, we assume a homogeneous system with
rotation invariance around a fixed axis, i.e., a cone with the top cut out, see
figure 4.1. We will use polar coordinates (r, θ), where r is defined in figure
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4.1 and θ is the perpendicular direction, with θ ≡ θ + 2π. We have rotation
invariance, so without loss of generality we can assume

Φr̂+iθ̂ = e−imθΔ(r) , (4.12)

where m is an integer. We will also, for simplicity, assume that the super-
conducting coherence length is much smaller than all other relevant length
scales, i.e., we put Δ(r) ≡ Δ = const. This does not make any difference
when it comes to any results, but it streamlines the calculations.

A direct calculation yields

1

2
√
h
{
√
hΦr̂+iθ̂, ∂−} = e−imθΔ

(
∂r +

i

ρ(r)
∂θ +

m+ cosα

2ρ(r)

)
,

where ρ(r) and α is defined in figure 4.1. Substituting the ansatz(
u
v

)
= eilθ

(
e−imθ/2ul(r)
eimθ/2vl(r)

)
; l ∈ Z , (4.13)

into the Hamiltonian (4.8), and eliminating vl, we obtain[
μ2 − E2 −Δ2

(
∂r −

l − 1
2

r

)(
∂r +

l + 1
2

r

)]
ul(r) = 0. (4.14)

The boundary boundary condition (4.9) is vl(R) = sul(R); or, expressed
solely in terms of ul (by using the equations of motion):

lim
r→R

[
s(μ− E) + Δ

(
∂r +

l + 1
2
cosα

r

)]
ul(r) = 0 . (4.15)

Let us now have a closer look at (4.14). For |E| > μ there are plane-wave
solutions, so μ is the bulk energy gap. From (4.14), we also see that for
|E| < μ there are two solutions: one which decays with increasing r, and
one which increases. Which solution is allowed by the boundary condition
depends on the sign of μs; the decaying solution is only allowed for positive
μs and the increasing is only allowed for negative μs. Since the solutions
have to be normalizable, this reflects that when μ changes sign, the system
undergoes a phase transition from a phase that supports edge modes to a
phase that does not, or vice versa.
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In the limit R → ∞, and for μs > 0, the expression for the full spectrum
takes the simple form

ul(r) ∼ exp

[
−
(
sμ

Δ
+

cosα

2Ri

)
r

]
; El =

Δ

Ri

ls ,

which is a chiral edge Majorana.
Let us now study the exact zero-energy mode in more detail. From (4.10)

it follows that the spectrum is symmetric around E = 0. This means that
if we have an odd number of discrete (and thus localized) modes, we must
have an odd number of zero-modes. Changing the parameters, modes can
come down from the continuum and become discrete, and vice versa. But,
because of (4.10), they must always come in pairs. If we have one zero-mode,
we will continue to have at least one as long as we do not close the bulk
gap. If there, by chance, are two zero-modes, a small perturbation would in
general gap them out, and for generic parameters we therefore expect to have
exactly one zero-mode. We have considered a simplified model, but as long
as we can interpolate between this model and a realistic one, without closing
the bulk energy gap, the simplified model will predict the same number of
zero-modes.

For m ∈ 2Z, there is a mode with l = m/2, E = 0, and by a gauge
transformation we can, for m ∈ 2Z , put m = 0. Then, as long as μs is
positive, we have the single exact solution for any value of the cone opening
angle α,

u0(r) = v0(r) ∝ 1√
ρ(r)

e−sμr/Δ . (4.16)

Let us now take R→ 0. (The edge Majorinos will be discussed later.) From
the previous section we remember that the covariant derivative on Φr̂+iθ̂ is

(d+ i2A+ iω) Φr̂+iθ̂ ,

and in polar coordinates on a plane we have ω = dθ. The precise form of
the kinetic energy functional does not matter; in any case, a larger covariant
derivative will mean a larger kinetic energy. If the solution with m = 0 should
not cost infinite energy, we must have the asymptotic behavior 2A → −dθ
when r → ∞. That is, there has to be a superconducting vortex. The
m = 0 solution thus corresponds to the fundamental vortex solution and
close to the vortex we will have a zero-mode localized with the localization
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length λZ = |Φr̂+iθ̂|/μ. Note that this length scale is independent of the SC
coherence length, which we have put to zero. We can now finally conclude
that we will have a fermionic mode

γ = c† + c ,

where c† is the localized mode c† =
∫
�hψ

†u0 (the definition of u0 is given in
equation (4.16)), that commutes with the Hamiltonian.

Let us next consider a situation with several vortices and use Cartesian
coordinates (x1, x2). Then the spin connection vanishes, and the solution for
the bosonic field becomes

Φx̂1+ix̂2(X) = ei
∑

i arg(X−Xi)Δ(X).

When solving for the fermion modes, we can treat the vortices as isolated
if the minimal separation distance between them is much larger than λZ . So,
the zero-mode operator at vortex i is

γi = eiχic†i + e−iχici , (4.17)
where c†i is the operator which creates the local mode c†i =

∫
�hψ

†u0(|X−Xi|)
and eiχi is a square root of the phase eiΩi ≡ ei

∑
j �=i arg(Xi−Xj), i.e.,

ei2χi = eiΩi . (4.18)

We can pair up these 2N Majorino modes to form N non-local fermion modes,

fi =
1

2
(γi + iγ2N−i) .

One ground state, |0〉, is annihilated by all fi, i.e.,

|0〉 ∝
∏
i

fi|GS〉 , (4.19)

where |GS〉 is any ground state of the Hamiltonian which is not annihilated
by the fi’s. The other ground states {|k〉} can then be formed by acting with
the different f †i :

|k〉 =
(
f †0
)k0 · · ·(f †N)kN |0〉 (4.20)

with ki = 0, 1. Note that one cannot distinguish the different states |k〉
locally—they are all equal superpositions of having the state created by c†i
occupied or not. If one wants to tell them apart, one would have to make a
joint measurement on separated vortices.
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4.3. Non-Abelian statistics in the adiabatic limit

4.3. Non-Abelian statistics in the adiabatic
limit

The history of non-Abelian statistics of the chiral p-wave SC goes back to
ref. [9]. There, a rewriting of the first proposed non-Abelian fractional
quantum Hall state as a (Cooper) paired state was suggested. An important
clarification was made in ref. [10] and, the year after, in ref. [11] an argument,
later strengthened in ref. [12], was given for why the vortices in real chiral
p-wave superconductors are non-Abelian anyons.

With this said, we now proceed by an adiabatic analysis to determine the
topological interaction of the vortices in the previous section. But let us
begin with a short review of the notion of geometric phases in the adiabatic
limit. Consider any quantum system which starts out in a state that is part
of a set of degenerate states, with a splitting ε and a gap Δ to all other
states. We then assume that time evolution is fast compared to �/ε but slow
compared to �/Δ. Then, the time evolution operator (with the dynamic
phase ei

∫ t EGS(t
′)dt′ removed) is given by the Kato operator

KΓ = pe−i
∫
Γ a ,

see ref. [52]. Here, Γ is the path followed in parameter space, p denotes path
ordering, a = [P, dP ] and P is the projector to the degenerate subspace.

In a specific basis {|α(X)〉}, that depends smoothly on the parameters X,
the representation of a is

a=̇[A]αβ(X) = � 〈α(X)| d |β(X)〉 , (4.21)

where � denotes the imaginary part and d is the exterior derivative in pa-
rameter space. If the parameter space has a non-trivial fundamental group,
we can (as in equation (2.1)) absorb some of the connection by having a
multivalued basis {|α(X)〉}.

To make this less abstract, we can, as an exercise, consider the example
of two identical fermions localized at some position X1 and X2. We let Γ be
a path where we have interchanged these fermions and KΓ thus will pick up
an extra minus sign from the interchange. If we have smooth basis vectors
|α(X1, X2)〉, we get this sign directly from (4.21). On the other hand, if we
do as we did to get to (2.1)—i.e., we let |α(X1, X2)〉 be an odd function on
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Chapter 4. Geometric response and TO of SC’s

the double cover, M2, of M2/S2 (i.e., it picks up a minus sign when X1 and
X2 interchange)—the expression (4.21) will vanish.

The conclusion we should draw is: to get the full representation of the Kato
operator we, should add the phase we get from analytically continuing the
basis to the basis dependent expression (4.21). These two basis dependent
parts of the Kato operator—the explicit phase from analytic continuation
and the phase from (4.21)—are respectively referred to as the monodromy of
the basis and the Berry phase.

With the above general discussion, we are ready to calculate the mon-
odromy of the basis (4.20). We assume that we have 2N vortices that are
pinned to potentials, and the position of these potentials are the parameters
we vary. As we learnt in chapter 2, the fundamental group is generated by
transpositions, Ti, of vortex i and i+ 1. Also the representation of the Kato
operator corresponding to the interchange Ti will be denoted τ(Ti) and the
monodromy part we will denote by τ̃(Ti).

The monodromy has two contributions when interchanging vortices. For
instance, when we interchange vortex 0 and 1 we first see that the operator
c0 in equation (4.17) does not return to itself but goes to c1, and, secondly
we have a contribution from the phase eiχ0/1 (see (4.18)). The path where
the vortices are interchanged can be parametrized by r = |X0 − X1| and
θ = arg(X0 −X1)− arg(Xstart

0 −Xstart
1 ). For an exchange, r goes from rstart

back to rstart and θ goes from 0 to π. To choose the square root eiχ0/1 , let us
lift eiΩ0/1 to Ω0/1. We can choose 0 ≤ Ωstart

0/1 < 2π to get

Ω0 = θ + λ0(r, θ) ; Ω1 = θ + λ1(r, θ) + π ,

where λi is the phase dependence from the other vortices. Since no other
vortices get encircled, we get no winding in λi, and it returns to itself after
the interchange, i.e., λ0/1 → λ1/0. In the definition of the basis {|k〉} we have
a freedom in choosing the sign of the Majorino operators, or, put differently,
when taking the square root of eiΩi to get eiχi we have two choices for each
γi. In terms of χ0/1, the choice amounts to either choosing

χstart
0 =

λ0

2
; χstart

1 =
λ1 + π

2
(4.22)

or

χstart
0 =

λ0

2
; χstart

1 =
λ1 − π

2
. (4.23)
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4.3. Non-Abelian statistics in the adiabatic limit

When θ goes from 0 to π, the basis choice (4.22) implies

χ0 → χ1 ; χ1 → χ0 + π ,

which in combination with c0/1 → c1/0 gives the result

γ0 → γ1 ; γ1 → −γ0 . (4.24)

Which fermion operator that gets the minus sign under a transposition has
no physical meaning, and is just an attribute of the basis choice we just made.

Using the anti-commutation relations {γi, γj} = 2δij, we can conclude that
the operator

U =
1√
2
(1 + γ1γ0)

is unitary, has the property

Uγ(1±1)/2U † = ∓γ(1∓1)/2
and commutes with γ0/1—as well as any operator that commutes or anti-
commutes with γ0/1. We thus see that U generates the change (4.24). So,
when we analytically continue

Ok ≡
(
f †0
)k0 · · ·(f †N)kN

along a path corresponding to T0, we get UOkU
†. From this we conclude

that when we analytically continue |k〉 along the same path, we get

U |k〉=UOkU
†U |0〉

up to a possible phase generated when U acts on |0〉 (recall the definition of
|k〉 from equation (4.20)). We thus have

τ̃(T0) = U =
eiφ√
2
(1 + γ1γ0) ,

where φ is some yet unspecified phase. For a general transposition, Ti, we
can just replace γ1 with γi+1, and γ0 with γi.

We are now left with calculating the Berry phase. First we need to get an
expression for the exterior derivative acting on γi.
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We note that the operators γi depend on the positions of the vortices both
through the wave function u0 and the phase eiχi , recall the expression

γi = eiχic†i + e−iχici,

where
c†i =

∫
�hψ

†(X)u0(|X −Xi|)
and u0 is exponentially decaing away from Xi. When the exterior deriviative
act on γi we get one term(

eiχic†i − e−iχici

)
idχi ≡ γ̃idχi (4.25)

from when the derivative acts on χi. We can, by a direct calculation, conclude
that γ̃i, defined in the above equation, anti-commutes with all Majorino
modes.

We can in general write the term gotten when d acts on u0 on the form,

γidk1 + γ⊥i dk2 . (4.26)

Here {dki} is some unspecified one-forms in parameter space, and γ⊥i denotes
an operator that anti-commutes with γi. Since u0 is real, we can conclude
that dk1 is real, and since u0 is exponentially localized at Xi we can conclude
that γ⊥i does not only anti-commute with γi, but with all Majorino modes.

Recalling the definition
f †i = γi − iγi+1

we can from (4.25) together with (4.26) conclude that

df †i = d(γi − iγi+1) = f †i dk2 + fidk3 + γ⊥i dk4 ,

where dk2 is real and γ⊥i denotes an operator which anti-commute with all
the Majorino operators. From this we get the following expression for the
Berry connection,

�
〈
0

∣∣∣∣ (f0)k′0 · · · (fN)k′N d
(
f †0
)k0 · · ·(f †N)kN

∣∣∣∣0
〉

=

=
∑
i

δk′i,0δki,1δk′0,k0 · · · δk′i−1,ki−1
δk′i+1,ki+1

· · · δk′N ,kN�
〈
0
∣∣∣ df †i ∣∣∣0〉

+
∑
i

δk′i+ki,2δk′0,k0 · · · δk′i−1,ki−1
δk′i+1,ki+1

· · · δk′N ,kN� 〈0 | dk2 |0〉

+ δkk′� 〈0 | d |0〉 ,
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4.4. The Majorino conundrum

where � denote “imaginary part”. The second term on the right-hand side in
the above equation is zero, simply because dk2 is real. The first term is also
zero; even though |0〉 does not have a well-defined fermion number, it has a
well-defined fermion parity. The only term left is thus �δkk′ 〈0 | d |0〉, which
gives a contribution proportional to identity, i.e., an overall phase. We can
thus, finally, conclude

τ(Ti) =
eiφ√
2
(1 + γi+1γi) . (4.27)

To get the value of the phase φ, we could make a detailed calculation. Fur-
tunalty, though, we can also get it from a simple argument. If we consider
fusing two vortices, we get a double vortex. Without changing the topologi-
cal properties, we can deform this double vortex locally in any way we like.
For example, we can open a hole in our system and squeeze all the flux in
there. We then have a full flux quantum passing through a hole outside our
system. This is equivalent to having nothing, since we can remove the flux
quantum by a gauge transformation and close the hole. We are thus left with
a defect which carries zero flux, hence either a local excitation or a fermion.
There is then only one possibility which is compatible with (4.27), the fusion
rules of vortices, which we denote σ, must be

σ × σ = 1 + ψ ,

where ψ is a localized fermion (which has the same topological interactions
as in the s-wave case, i.e., it gets a minus sign when encircling a vortex).
This fusion rule is only compatible with φ = 0, and we thus know the full
representation of the infinite braid group: to get the braid tensor (2.12), we
just take a four-vortex state and diagonalize τ(T1) and τ(T3). To get the
F -tensor we also diagonalize τ(T2) and τ(T4) and calculate the overlaps with
the basis states where τ(T1) and τ(T3) are diagonal.

4.4. The Majorino conundrum
In paper 3 and 4 we discuss a conundrum concerning Majorino edge modes.
As we shall see, this conundrum is resolved by the geo-Meissner which we
introduced in section 3.3 of the previous chapter. But to understand why, we
must first understand what the problem is. Let us begin with the conundrum
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in paper 3. Recall, from the discussion when we derived the (4.16), that the
only thing that matters for whether we get an edge zero-mode or not, is if m
in

Φr̂+iθ̂ ∝ eiθmΔ(r) ,

is even or odd (with a gauge transformation, m can be taken to be zero or
one).

Figure 4.2.: There is a Majorino edge mode
in the zero flux sector on the
cylinder, since the missing spher-
ical cap of the cylinder has the
same effect as a superconducting
flux-quanta. Figure by S. Holst.

As we concluded then, on an annalus
with a hole around r = 0, we must
have

2A→ −(m+ 1)dθ ,

since ω = dθ or otherwise we would
have kinetic energy all the way to
infinity. So an edge Majorino is
present if and only if we have a flux
through the hole in the annalus. On
the cylinder, on the other hand, ω =
0 and we have the opposite situation,
i.e., an edge Majorino present with-
out flux. If one were to close a cylin-

der at one end, one would necessarily get some region of total curvature 2π.
The Cooper pairs respond to this missing curvature in exactly the same way
as it does to a flux through the hole. This is one way to see why the two
situations are analogous—see figure 4.2.

As we discussed in the previous section, a Majorino mode is not something
that can disappear without closing the bulk energy gap. But, with the cone
as an intermediate step, we can continuously interpolate between a cylinder
and an annalus. So, what happens to the zero-mode then? If we start with
the cylinder geometry in its ground state, i.e., with no flux through the hole,
we have edge Majorinos. But in the ground state of the annalus we do not.
The solution to the conundrum is simply that we do not end up in the ground
state!

On the cone with angle α, as in figure 4.1, the spin connection is

ω = − cos(α)dθ .
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4.4. The Majorino conundrum

(a) Lifting the inner circle of an annulus to
form a cylinder.

(b) Flattening the lower end of a cylinder to
form an annulus.

Figure 4.3.: Figures by S. Holst.

Then, because of the geo-Meissner effect, there will be flux through the hole
in the ground state, and the vector potential will be

A =

{
cos(α)dθ α < π/3

(cos(α)− 1)dθ α > π/3 .

There is also an excited state corresponding to having an extra supercon-
ducting flux-quantum through the hole:

A =

{
cos(α)dθ α > π/3

(cos(α)− 1)dθ α < π/3 .

The solution is simply that the ground state at α = π/3 + ε will at macro-
scopic scales be different from the one at α = π/3 − ε. So, the tunneling
between them will, for a large enough system, vanish. If one slowly interpo-
lates between the cylinder and the annulus, one would thus not end up in
the ground state, but in the state with one superconducting flux-quantum
through the hole, and this state does support edge Majorinos.

There are even stranger situations. For instance, what happens if we con-
tinuously lift out a cylinder from an annalus? Then, we will have a geometry
with one boundary that is like a plane, and one that is like a cylinder. But
the Majorinos have to come in pairs!? What happens is depicted in figure
4.3 and is, among other things, discussed in paper 5. In figure 4.3a we lift
the inner circle of an annulus to form a cylinder, which will create negative
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curvature and thus a flux density. The tunneling rate from the inner to the
outer edge will be exponentially small in system size, so for a big enough
system, all the flux will come from the inner edge corresponding to a flux
passing through the created cylinder. In figure 4.3b we instead flatten the
lower end of a cylinder to form an annulus which will create negative curva-
ture and thus a flux density. The tunneling rate of flux from the upper edge
will be exponentially small in system size, so for a big enough system, all the
flux will come from the inner edge, corresponding to a flux passing through
the created annulus.
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Chapter 5.

The Abelian hierarchy of
fractional quantum Hall liquids

When we discussed the CS theory with an edge, in chapter 2, we saw that
there is a relation between CS theories and CFT’s. The minimial edge theory,
which made the full theory (edge together with the CS theory) consistent is
a chiral CFT. In ref. [16], Edward Witten discovered that there is another
relation between CS theories and CFT’s. The wave function for Wilson loops
in the CS theory will be given by correlators in the same CFT as on the edge,
but in 2d and not 1 + 1D, and the topological interactions are encoded in
monodromy factors of the correlators. Then, in ref. [7], it was pointed out
that the Wilson loops corresponding to charge-one particles with fermionic
exchange could be interpreted as a ground state wave function for fermions,
realizing the topologically ordered state. One thus automatically get states
which support particles with the correct topological interactions. It is this
idea that paper 1 is based on; here I take CFT correlators and interpret them
as wave functions for FQH liquids.

With only the topological theory, there is very little microscopic informa-
tion left, and one would think that there is no way this procedure could create
any wave function relevant for a real microscopic interaction. However, with
certain experimentally relevant assumptions, the physics of the FQHE is very
restrictive. If one considers a very strong magnetic field, it is a good approx-
imation that all electrons are in the lowest Landau level. Furthermore, if
one considers any two-body interaction that is only a function of distance
between particles, and projects it onto the lowest Landau level, one gets a
conformally invariant Hamiltonian. (When a magnetic field is present, the
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Chapter 5. The Abelian hierarchy of fractional quantum Hall liquids

kinetic energy gets quantized into Landau levels. The lowest Landau level
refers to the set of states with lowest quantized energy.).

The wave functions obtained by the idea outlined, are given by CFT cor-
relators and of course have conformal invariance. This, together with that
they describe a state which supports particles with the correct topological
interactions, is thought to be very restrictive. Hence, they should describe
the microscopic electron wave function fairly well.

Constructing wave functions by the method described above is the subject
of paper 1. In the general case it is however not as nice as just described;
there are some problems. First, one naturally gets several species of fermions
and one has to anti-symmetrize to get a totally anti-symmetric wave function.
With this done, there is no analytic proof that the particles have the correct
topological interaction. Secondly, from the topological order only, there is
no obvious way to select independent fermions which make up the ground
state—this can be done in many different ways. In paper 1 and the series of
papers (refs. [53–58]) on which it is based, the guiding principle to make this
choice is the Abelian hierarchical approach. For systems of so few particles
that a numerical analysis is feasible, it has been shown that this leads to
wave functions which show a remarkable agreement when compared to exact
ground states of, e.g., the Coulomb interaction.

How the wave functions are constructed on a more technical level is pre-
sented in paper 1. To show where the intuition originates from, we will here
do the opposite calculation as in paper 1: we will start with a (semi) micro-
scopic theory and see how the Haldane-Halperin Abelian hierarchy emerges
(the name comes from the hierarchy’s inventors, see refs. [4, 59]). The cal-
culation here is based on work pioneered in ref. [60], and extended in [61].

For simplicity, we here assume that the microscopic systems we consider
are two-dimensional electron gases in a strong enough magnetic field for the
spins to be polarized, and that the geometry is that of an infinite flat plane.

We take an action of the form

S =

∫
dt∧

(
�h ψ

†(i∂t + Aext
t )ψ

− 1

2m
ψ†(d− iAext) �h (d+ iAext)ψ + μ �h ψ

†ψ

)
+V (ψ†ψ)

where Aext is some background corresponding to a very strong magnetic field.
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By using the knowledge gained in chapter 2, we can rewrite this fermionic
model as a bosonic model coupled to a Chern-Simons gauge field a, and get

S =

∫
dt ∧

(
�hΦ

†(i∂t + Aext
t − at)Φ

− 1

2m
ψ†(d− iAext + ia) �h (d+ iAext − ia)ψ + μ �h Φ

†Φ
)

+ V (Φ†Φ) +
1

4πk1

∫
a ∧ da ,

where k1 is any arbitrary odd integer. Let us now treat a by a mean-field
approach. The equation of motion then gives

da = πk1 �h
〈
Φ†Φ

〉
.

If we assume the relation 〈
Φ†Φ

〉
=

B

k1π

between the density and the magnetic field scalar, a will cancel against Aext.
So, in the background of this mean-field solution, we have a bosonic theory
without a magnetic field,

S =

∫
dt ∧

(
�hΦ

†i∂tΦ− 1

2m
ψ†d �h dψ + μ �h Φ

†Φ
)
+ V (Φ†Φ) .

For low enough temperatures, μ will turn negative and we get a Bose con-
densate, which we also can treat with a mean-field approach. As before, we
expand around the mean-field solution and write

Φ =
1√
2

(√
ρ̄+

δρ

2
√
ρ̄

)
eiφξ , (5.1)

with the same convention for notation as in the previous chapter.
We now consider vortex solutions. It is not Aext that will have a winding

(it is just a static background)—it is a. So, asymptotically far away from the
vortex core, the vortex solutions take the form

φ =
√
ρ̄ eiθ ; a = dθ , (5.2)
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where θ is the polar angle defined with an origin at the core.
The vortex solutions are particles that have a non-trivial, topological inter-

action, which we here shall calculate. We essentially do the same as we did
in the previous chapter. That is, we expand and integrate out δρ, introduce
a Hubbard-Stratonovich field (which, after integrating out φ can be written
as an exact form db1) and keep only the topological terms. We then get

S =

∫
1

2π
(Aext − a) ∧ db1 + b1 ∧ J1 +

1

4πk1
a ∧ da ,

where J1 denotes the vortex current. Finally, integrating out a, we end up
with

S =

∫
k1
4π

b1 ∧ db1 +
1

2π
b ∧ dAext + b1 ∧ J1 . (5.3)

By now, this action should be familiar; it is the Abelian CS action. The
state we have obtained is called the Laughlin state after Robert Laughlin, who
first predicted it, see ref. [6]. Using the knowledge gained in the previous
chapters, we may conclude

θp,q = 2π
p q

m
; σH =

1

m
; Qp =

p

m
,

where the integers p, q denote vortices with p or q unit strength. This is,
however, just one state: there is no hierarchy. We will now see that we can
continue this analysss and in a very analogouse way consider condensation
of vortices.

The Abelian hierarchy

Starting from (5.3) we can deduce what possible topological states can emerge
from condensing particles. To do so, we need a dynamical theory for the
particles, that in principle could be obtained by keeping higher-order terms
in the above derivation. But to get an understanding of how the hierarchy
emerges, it is enough to use a heuristic approach.

A quite reasonable assumption is that the condensation of the particles can
be described by the same procedure as was used above for the electrons. This
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amounts to taking the following Ginzburg-Landau theory for the vortices,

Sv =

∫
dt∧

(
�hΦ

†
v(i∂t + bt)Φv − 1

2m
Φ†v(d− ib) �h (d+ ib)Φv + μ �h Φ

†
vΦv

)
+ Vv(Φ

†
vΦv)

where Φv is a bosonic field associated to the vortices. We can, again, intro-
duce a statistical gauge potential a and couple it to Φv, though this time
with the coefficient 1/4πk2, where k2 is an even integer:

Sv =

∫
dt ∧

(
�hΦ

†
v(i∂t + bt − at)Φv

− 1

2m
Φ†v(d−ib+ia)�h (d+ib−ia)Φv+μ�hΦ

†
vΦv+Vv(Φ

†
vΦv)+

1

4πk2
a∧da

)
.

This is a trivial statistical transmutation, which adds the phase eiπk2 to each
particle transposition. In the mean-field approach, it can be used to cancel
the other gauge field b, so that we can get a constant mean-field solution. We
then proceed just as before and find a mean-field solution where da cancel
agains db. Repeating the analogous steps as above, we get

S =

∫
k1
4π

b1 ∧ db1 +
k2
4π

b2 ∧ db2 +
1

2π
b1 ∧ db2

+
1

2π
A ∧ db+ b1 ∧ J1 + b1 ∧ J2 .

It should now be clear how this generates a whole hierarchy of states! To get
a daughter state, we consider condensation of vortices in a parent state. This
daughter can in turn be considered a parent of a new state by yet another
condensation. At level n, i.e., with n consecutive condensations, we end up
with n gauge fields and the action

S =
1

4π

∫
bT ∧ Kdb+

1

2π
Aext ∧ db1 +

n∑
i=1

biJi , (5.4)

with
[K]i,j = kiδij − δi+1,j − δi,j+1 .
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Chapter 5. The Abelian hierarchy of fractional quantum Hall liquids

The result is a CS theory, which we from the previous chapters know how to
extract knowledge from;

θl,l′ = 2πlTK−1l′ ; σH =
[
K−1

]
1,1

; Ql =
[
K−1l

]
1
.

A final note: See what richness this shows that the FQHE has! This
argument shows how such a big variety of Abelian TO states can be realized.
Also, from the earlier discussion on functional bosonization, we saw that the
FQHE required topological degeneracy on the torus, and that the simplest
(and only known) explenation for that is TO. Hence, just the mere fact that
the FQHE has been observed, gives a very strong indication that non-trivial
TO states have been realized.
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Appendix A.

Conventions and notation
concerning differential forms and
U(1) connections

This chapter is meant for definition purposes and as a short review. A
thorough and more pedagoigcal explination is out of the scope of this text,
but there are several good references one can consult. One of the most
popular, among physicists, is ref. [62].

A.1. Differential forms
One-forms are fields on a manifold that specify a flow, and they can be
considered as maps from curves to real numbers. (Remember that when we
make reference to a curve (or other manifold or submanifold) an orientation
is always implicit, so also here.) In index notation, a one-form is written
as a set of real numbers, here labeled by μ, aμ(X), where a specific basis
{xμ}μ=1,...,d is in mind. The map, from curves to the real numbers, is

Γ→
∑
i

∫
ai
dxi(s)

ds
ds ,

where
s→ X(s)=̇(x1(s), x2(s), . . . )

is a parametrization of Γ. We will simply write

a = a1dx
1 + a2dx

2 + · · ·
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Appendix A. Conventions and notation

without reference to any coordinate system, and the above equation is sim-
ply written as Γ → ∫

Γ
a . Completely analogous, two-forms are maps from

surfaces to reals and are denoted by

F = F12dx
1 ∧ dx2 + F13dx

1 ∧ dx3 + · · · .

Here, dx1 ∧ dx2 = −dx2 ∧ dx1 and, just as the notation implies, the wedge
can be interpreted as a product of two one-forms. The map from surfaces
{S} to reals is then given by

S →
∫
S
F =

∑
ij

∫ ∫ b

a

Fij

(
∂xi(s, t)

∂s

∂xj(s, t)

∂t
− ∂xj(s, t)

∂s

∂xi(s, t)

∂t

)
dsdt ,

where
(s, t)→ X(s, t)=̇ (x1(s, t), x2(s, t), . . . )

is a parametrization of S. Analogous definitions hold for higher-order forms.

A.2. Normalization
We will reserve the letters a and b for U(1) connections. A U(1) connection
specifies an element in U(1) for each curve. These elements are given by
integrals, e.g.,

ei
∫
Γ a ∈ U(1) . (A.1)

The U(1) connections could thus be thought of as one-forms up to gauge
transformations

a→ a+ iξ∗dξ ,

where ξ is a function from the manifold to unit complex numbers. The
usual electro-magnetic vector potential is also a U(1) connection and the
same conventions apply. In other words we will absorb a factor of 2π

φ0
in the

definition of A (φ0 is the flux quantum, φ0 = h/e).
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Appendix B.

Definitions

As a reminder: we always implicitly assume an orientation of curves, surfaces
and manifolds in general. In other words, “S is a surface” is short for “S is
a surface with a given orientation”.

When discussing space-time we will, like in the rest of the thesis (unless
otherwise specified), assume that there at least implicity is a notion of abso-
lute rest and absolute time.

Definition 1 (algebraic definition). The exterior derivative
A lower case d denotes the exterior derivative. Acting on functions it gives
a one-form,

df =
∂f

∂x1
dx1 +

∂f

∂x2
dx2 . . .

and on forms it is defined through the recursive relation

d(df) = 0 ; d(a ∧ b) = da ∧ b + (−1)pa ∧ db .

Example. The exterior derivative
When d acts on the one-form a = B(r)dθ (where r and θ are coordinates)
we get

da =
∂B

∂r
dr ∧ dθ − B(r)d(dθ) =

∂B

∂r
dr ∧ dθ .

Definition 1, above, is usually not the best way to think of the exterior
derivative. Instead, the following, equivalent definition, is better:

Definition 2 (geometric definition). The exterior derivative
The exterior derivative of a k-form a is the unique k + 1 form da which for
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all k + 1 dimensional submanifolds m uphold∫
m

da =

∫
∂m

a .

Definition 3. The functional derivative
Say that we have a local functional S[a] of a k-form field a in a D dimensional
manifold. If there exits a unique D − k form field δS[a]

δa
which makes the

equality

lim
ε→0

S[a + εη]− S[a]

ε
=

∫
η ∧ δS[a]

δa

hold for all k-form fields η, we say that the functional derivative of S[a] with
respect to a is that field.

Definition 4. The Poincaré dual
A Poincaré dual of a k-dimensional submanifold mk is denoted by P(mk) and
is defined such that for all l-dimensional (l ≥ k) submanifolds ml and k-forms
a, the following equality holds:∫

ml

P(mk) ∧ a =

∫
ml∩mk

a .

Lemma 5. An explicit form of Poincaré duals
If we consider mk as a subset of a d-dimensional manifold M, it is straight
forward to write an explicit form of the Poincaré duals. Say that mk is
defined implicitly by the equations f1(X) = f2(X) = · · · = fD−k(X) = 0 and
fd−k+1(X) > 0. Then the Poincaré dual is given by

P (mk) = Θ (fD−k+1) δ(f1)δ(f2) · · · df1 ∧ df2 ∧ df3 · · · ,
where Θ denotes the Heavyside step function. (The implicit equations do not
determine an orientation for mk but an orientation is implied by the order of
the functions, f1, f2, . . . .)

Corollary 6. The exterior derivative of a Poincaré dual
Using the above form of the Poincaré duals, we get

dP (mk) = dΘ(fD−k+1) δ(f1)δ(f2) · · · df1 ∧ df2 · · ·
= (−1)pδ(f1)δ(f2) · · · df1 ∧ df2 ∧ df3 · · · = (−1)pP (∂mk) .
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Example 7. The linking number
In a three-dimensional manifold M,∫

M
P(Γ) ∧ P(S)

equals the number of times the curve Γ passes through S in the positive
direction. So, the linking number between ∂S and Γ is given by the above
integral.

Definition 8 (algebraic definition). The Hodge isomorphism
In a d-dimensional oriented manifold equipped with a metric h, there is a
natural map from k-forms to d−k-forms, called the Hodge isomorphism. The
image of a k-form a is denoted �ha and is the unique d − k-form, such that
the equality

b ∧ �ha = 〈b, a〉h V
holds for all k-forms b. Above, V denotes the volume form (which is defined
by the metric and the orientation), i.e., written in terms of a coordinate
system {xμ}μ=1,...,d,

V =
√

det (hμν)dx
μ1 ∧ dxμ2 ∧ · · ·

and 〈·, ·〉h denotes the inner product between k-forms defined by h, i.e.,

〈b, a〉h ≡ hμ1ν1hμ1ν1 · · ·hμkνkbμ1,μ2,...,μk
aν1,ν2,...,νk .

Definition 8 above is good for calculations, but it is not the intuitive def-
inition one should have in mind. Let us consider the Hodge isomorphism of
a two-form B in a 3d manifold M. (If it helps we can then think of B as the
magnetic field two-form and of �hB as the magnetic field co-vector.)

The one-form �hB then points in the direction of the positive normals of
the surfaces with the largest B-flux through them, and the modulus of �hB
is given by the flux density of B.

Let us make this a bit more precise: In d = 3, a surface S has a normal
direction which can be written in terms of a one-form field nS, which has the
property that ∫

Γ‖
nS = 0
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for any curve Γ‖ in the surface S. This only specifies nS up to multiplication
of a scalar field, but we also define nS such that it points in the positive
direction of S. Then, nS is defined up to a multiplication of a positive scalar
field. (Since S and M have an orientation, we have a prescription of when
a curve Γ⊥, which intersects S at one point, passes through S in a positive
direction (see definition 9 below). We define nS such that the integral∫

Γ⊥
nS

is positive for short enough curves Γ⊥, which pass through S in a positive
direction.)

Since we have a metric, all surfaces have a well defined area and boundary
length. If we now consider surfaces {s} with sufficiently small area and
boundary length, the integral

∫
s
B will only depend on the normal ns(X) of

s at X and area(s), i.e., the area of s. The direction of �hB is the positive
normal to the surface with the largest value of

∫
s
B/area(s), and the modulus

of �hB is given by
∫
s
B/area(s) for the same surface.

In definition 10, below, we make it apply to forms of all orders. But, to do
so, we first need to introduce the notion of a normal form of a submanifold.

Definition 9. The normal form of a submanifold
In a manifold M with dimension d, a k-dimensional submanifold m has a
normal form nm of order d − k. The normal form is defined such that∫

m‖
nm = 0

for all d − k submanifolds m‖, where either m‖ ⊂ m or there exists an open
subset Nm ⊂ m where Nm ⊂ m‖ . The direction nm is such that

∫
m⊥

nm > 0
for a d− k submanifold m⊥ with an orientation such that the wedge product
Vm ∧ Vm⊥ between the volume form Vm of m and the volume form Vm⊥of m⊥
is, up to a positive scalar field, the volume form of M.

Definition 10 (geometric definition). The Hodge isomorphism
In a d-dimensional oriented manifold equipped with a metric h, there is a
natural map from k-forms to d−k-forms, called the Hodge isomorphism. The
image of a k-form a is called the Hodge dual and is denoted �ha.
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Consider a set Sε,X of k-dimensional, open balls parametrized by the ball
radius ε and the center point X. By Bε,X we denote a ball in Sε,X with the
property ∫

Bε,X

a ≥
∫
B

a ; ∀B ∈Sε,X ,

and by nε we denote the normal d−k-form of Bε,X that at X has the modulus∫
Bε,X

a/area(Bε,X).
The Hodge dual �ha is

�ha = lim
ε→0

nε .

Fact. Hodge dual and wedge products∫
a ∧ �hb =

∫
�ha ∧ b

Fact. Inverse Hodge isomorphism
If a is a k-form on a d-dimensional manifold we have

�h �h a = (−1)k(d−k)a .

Fact. Hodge isomorphism and the Laplace operator
The Laplace operator in a d-dimensional manifold with metric h takes the
form

(−1)d+1 �h d �h d .

(To be clear, with Laplace operator we mean the operator which in Eu-
clidian coordinates, i.e., where the metric has components hμν = δμν , takes
the form −∑μ ∂μ∂μ.)

Definition 11. Spatial slice
A spatial slice m(t) of space-time M is all points that correspond to a given
time t.

Definition 12. Pullback of a form
Remember that we defined differential forms as maps from submanifolds to
real numbers (e.g., a one-form is a map from curves to reals). Take two
manifolds M and N and a smooth injective function φ fromM to N . Then,
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there is a natural mapping from the differential forms on N to the ones on
M, called the pullback. The pullback of a k-form a on N is given by the
map

Mk →
∫
φ(Mk)

a

from k-dimensional submanifolds Mk in M to real numbers.
Definition 13. Spatial isomorphism
There is a natural isomorphism χ between all pairs of spatial slices. The
isomorphism is defined in the following way: if a point X in m(t) and Y in
m(t′) is connected by an observer which stands still, then—when viewed as
a map from m(t) to m(t′)—χ(X) = Y .

This also provides an isomorphism between space-time differential forms
and differential forms on spatial slices. The spatial slices are submanifolds
of space-time M, so there is the embedding map m(t) →M, which defines
a pullback (see definition 12 above) of forms in M to forms in m(t).

All points in M are given by a doublet (t,X(t)). We can thus form a map
fromM to m(t′) which takes (t,X(t)) to χ(X(t)), where χ now is interpreted
as a map from m(t) to m(t′). The pullback of this map provides a map from
differential forms on the spatial slices to differential forms in space-time.
Definition 14. Spatial form
A spatial form is a form which maps back to itself when the spatial isomor-
phism is applied twice. With this isomorphism, these forms can both be
viewed as forms on a spatial slices and on space-time.

When dealing with spatial forms, the spatial isomorphism will be kept
implicit, but it should be clear when it is invoked.
Definition 15. The spatial and temporal parts of a differential form
With a notion of absolute rest we have a decomposition of any space-time
k-form a into a two spatial forms: the spatial, asp., and a temporal, at, part;

a = dt ∧ at + asp. .

Example 16. The electromagnetic field tensor
The spatial and temporal parts of the electromagnetic field tensor is the
magnetic field two-form, B, and electric field one-form E , respectivly: F =
B + dt ∧ E . The electric vector is defined by raising the index of E by the
spatial metric h. The spatial Hodge dual of B is the magnetic field co-vector
in 3d and the magnetic field scalar in 2d.
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Appendix C.

Vector bundles and Chern
numbers in quantum mechanics

Consider a subspace h(X) (of a Hilbert space H) that varies continuously
with the parameter X in some manifold X ∈M. The space

E =
⋃
X∈B

{X} × h(X) ,

which is a subspace of M×H, is called a fiber bundle and h(X) is called
the fiber at X. When the fibers are complex vector spaces, as they are here,
we use the more precise term: complex vector bundle. The mathematical
structure of the fibre bundle can be described without the notion of the
embedding space, M×H, but for our purposes it is more practical to also
use some of the extra structure that the embedding provides.

We now define the Berry connection, which we use to construct invariants
that characterize complex vector bundles.

C.1. The Berry connection

We start by picking a coordinate system X=̇ {xμ}μ=1,...,d of M, and a basis
{|X; i〉}i=1,...,N that varies smoothly in some region of M. We then consider
a curve in E:

s→ (X(s), |s〉) ; |s〉 ∈ h(X(s)),
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Appendix C. Chern numbers in quantum mechanics

parametrized by s. We assume that the curve fits in the region of the bundle
where the basis is defined, so we can write

|s〉 =
∑
i

αi(s) |X(s); i〉

for some coefficients {αi}i=1,...,N . If h(X) is independent of X, there is no
obstruction to having

0 =
d

ds
|s〉 .

On the other hand, if h(X(s)) varies with X, |s〉 has to change simply because
h(X(s)) does. The total Hilbert space has the usual notion of distance and
provides a natural prescription for which vector in h(X(s + ds)) is closest
to |s〉, namely the linear projection of |s〉 onto h(X(s + ds)). A curve that
changes as little as possible is thus

|s+ ds〉 = P (X(s+ ds)) |s〉 .

Taking the inner product with 〈X(s+ ds;α)| on both sides of the above
equation gives

αi (s+ ds) =
∑
j

αj (s) 〈X(s+ ds); i |X(s); j〉

=
∑
j

αj (s)

(
δij − ds

〈
X(s); i

∣∣∣∣ d

ds

∣∣∣∣X(s); j

〉)

≡
∑
j

(
δij − i [Aμ]

ij ∂x
μ

∂s
ds

)
αj (s) , (C.1)

where we used ( d
ds
〈X(s); i|)|X(s); j〉 = −〈X(s); i| d

ds
|X(s); j〉. The last step

defines the Berry connection,

[A]ij =− i 〈X; i | d |X; j〉 , (C.2)

where d denotes the exterior derivative in M. (The symbol A (and F below)
are matrices, and matrix multiplication is assumed. We use [A]ij and [F]ij to
denote their components.)
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C.2. The Berry field strength

C.2. The Berry field strength

We now want to consider basis independent properties of the Berry connec-
tion. The Berry connection relates coefficients of vectors in two different
Hilbert spaces: one in h(X(s)) and the other in h(X(s + ds)). Thus, the
matrix A can be taken arbitrary since we can change the basis of h(X(s))
independently from h(X(s+ ds)).

By instead considering the smallest change along a closed curve, one gets
an operator acting within a Hilbert space h(X). The explicit form of the
matrix obtain in this way is basis dependent, but the trace of the matrix is
not. We will now consider a curve that changes as little as possible around
an infinitesimal closed path.

Subtracting αj (s) and dividing by ds in (C.1) we can conclude that for a
curve that changes as little as possible, the coefficients change according to

0 =

(
d

ds
+ iAμ

∂xμ

∂s

)
α(s) ,

where α = (α1, α2, . . . )
T . We now consider an infinitesimal loop gotten

by moving the length dxμ in the μ-direction, and the length dxν in the ν-
direction, then backward in the μ-direction and finally back to where we
started. For coefficients α (that correspond to the smallest change along this
curve) we have the equation

0 =
1

i

(
(∂μ + iAμ) (∂ν + iAν)− (∂ν + iAν) (∂μ + iAμ)

)
α(X)

= (∂μAν − ∂μAν + iAμAν − iAvAμ)α(X) ≡ Fμνα(X) ,

where the last step defines the Berry field strength

F = dA + iA ∧ A .

We defined F specifically such that it has a basis independent trace, but it
is instructive to see how this works by an explicit calculation. From the
definition (C.2) it follows, that under a coordinate transformation

|X; i〉 →
∑
j

[U]ij |X; j〉 ,
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the Berry connection transforms as

A→ UAU† − iU†dU , (C.3)

while the field strength just rotates;

F→ UFU† .

Thus, because of the cyclic property of the trace, any product of the type

Tr (F ∧ F · · · )

is basis independent.
Note that when taking the trace of the field strength, the second term,

Tr (A ∧ A) ,

vanishes because of the cyclic property of the trace. We can therefore write

Tr (Fμν) = −i
∑
i

(
∂

∂xμ

〈
X; i

∣∣∣∣ ∂

∂xν

∣∣∣∣X; i

〉
− ∂

∂xν

〈
X; i

∣∣∣∣ ∂

∂xμ

∣∣∣∣X; i

〉)
.

(C.4)

C.3. Chern numbers and Chern-Simons
invariants

We now have to consider the fact that there in general is no basis that varies
smoothly over the entire M. If M has a trivial topology (i.e., that of an
open ball) there is no obstruction to having a continuous basis that covers
the entire M. This is , however, not the case in general.

Let us start by studying some two-dimensional submanifold S of M and
define

ch1[F](S) =
1

2π

∫
S

Tr (F) . (C.5)

This expression defines the first Chern number, ch1, and the integrand (in-
cluding the prefactor) is called the first Chern character. What we want to
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C.3. Chern numbers and Chern-Simons invariants

show in this section is that the first Chern number of a closed surface is an
integer.

If S have a trivial topology, by using Tr(A∧ A) = 0 (which is true because
of the cyclic property of the trace) we can write Tr (F) = dTr (A). This allows
us to use Stokes theorem to rewrite the Chern number as

1

2π

∫
∂S

Tr (A) .

Let us now calculate the first Chern number of a sphere1 S. To evaluate
the integral in (C.5), we partition the sphere into one region Sbig that covers
almost the full area, and a very small region Ssmall around the south pole.
We assume that we can take the region Ssmall to be arbitrarily small, so that
its contribution to the integral can be neglected. That is,

1

2π

∫
S

Tr (F) =
1

2π

∫
Sbig

Tr (F) .

Since the region Sbig has a trivial topology, we can choose a basis that is
smooth in the whole region and use Stokes theorem to get,

1

2π

∫
S

Tr (F) =
1

2π

∫
Sbig

Tr (F) =
1

2π

∫
∂Sbig

Tr
(
Abig

)
,

where the superscript big means that Abig is defined with respect to a coor-
dinate system that is continuous in the region Sbig. We can, however, also
write

1

2π

∫
∂Ssmall

Tr
(
Asmall

)
= − 1

2π

∫
Ssmall

Tr (F) = 0 .

In the overlap between Sbig and Ssmall, both coordinate systems are contin-
uous, and on ∂Sbig they are related by some unitary transformation U;

Tr
(
Abig

)
= Tr

(
Asmall

)− iTr
(
U†dU

)
. (C.6)

Putting this together, we get

1

2π

∫
S

Tr (F) =
1

2πi

∫
∂Sbig

Tr
(
U†dU

)
.

1The statements we will prove hold for a general closed manifold. Considering e.g., the
torus, one has to divide M into more pieces, making the proof a bit more involved.
However, the arguments would be analogous.
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The matrix trace is the same in all bases, so we may consider it in the basis
where U is diagonal,

U = diag (ξ1, ξ2, . . . ) ,

and we get

ch1[F](S) =
1

2πi

∫
∂Sbig

Tr
(
U†dU

)
=

1

2πi

∑
i

∫
∂Sbig

ξ∗i dξi .

The ith term in this sum gives the change of the complex phase ξi accumulated
when integrating over ∂Sbig. Since ∂Sbig is a closed curve, the phase change
has to be a multiple of 2π, which proves that ch1(S) is an integer.
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